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ABSTRACT

The development of a complex human disease is an intricate interplay of genetic and en-

vironmental factors. Broadly speaking, “heritability” is defined as the proportion of total

trait variance due to genetic factors within a given population. Over the past 50 years,

studies involving monozygotic and dizygotic twins have estimated the heritability of over

17,800 human traits [1]. Genetic association studies that measure thousands to millions of

genetic “markers” have attempted to determine the exact markers that explain a given trait’s

heritability. However, often the identified set of “statistically-significant” markers fails to

explain more than 10% of the estimated heritability of a trait [2], which has been defined as

the “missing heritability” problem [3][4]. “Missing heritability’ implies that many genetic

markers that contribute to disease risk are still waiting to be discovered. Identification of

the exact genetic markers associated with a disease is important for the development of

pharmaceutical drugs that may target these markers (see [5] for recent examples). Addi-

tionally, “missing heritability” may imply that we are inaccurately estimating heritability

in the first place [3, 4, 6], thus motivating the development of more robust models for

estimating heritability.

This dissertation focuses on two objectives that attempt to address the missing heri-

tability problem: (1) develop a more robust framework for estimating heritability; and (2)

develop powerful association tests in attempt to find more genetic markers associated with a

given trait. Specifically: in Chapter 2, robust variance component models are developed for

estimating heritability in twin studies using second-order generalized estimating equations

(GEE2). We demonstrate that GEE2 can improve coverage rates of the true heritability pa-

rameter for non-normally distributed outcomes, and can easily incorporate both mean and

variance-level covariate effects (e.g. let heritability vary by sex or age). In Chapter 3, penal-
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ized regression is used to jointly model all genetic markers. It is demonstrated that jointly

modeling all markers can improve power to detect individual associated markers compared

to conventional methods that model each marker “one-at-a-time.” Chapter 4 expands on

this work by developing a more flexible nonparametric Bayesian variable selection model

that can account for non-linear or non-additive effects, and can also test biologically mean-

ingful groups of markers for an association with the outcome. We demonstrate how the

nonparametric Bayesian method can detect markers with complex association structures

that more conventional models might miss.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The development of a complex human disease is an intricate interplay of genetic and envi-

ronmental factors. In order to better understand such traits, we are often interested in es-

timating the overall trait “heritability”: the proportion of total trait variance due to genetic

factors within a given population. The accurate estimation and inference of heritability

gives us some basic understanding of disease risk and etiology. Over the past 50 years,

studies involving monozygotic and dizygotic twins have estimated the heritability on over

17,800 human traits [1].

Genetic association studies that measure thousands to millions of genetic “markers”

attempt to determine the exact markers that contribute to the heritability of a given trait.

Specifically, such studies aim to determine which individual genetic markers (or biologi-

cally meaningful groups of genetic markers) are significantly associated with the trait of

interest. However, for many complex human traits, the set of “statistically-significant” ge-

netic markers discovered often explains less than 10% of the total estimated heritability of

the trait [2]. This is known as the “missing heritability” problem [3, 4, 7] which implies that

the significant genetic predictors discovered often fail to adequately explain the underlying

genetic architecture of the trait.
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When the term “missing-heritability” was first introduced [3] it referred to the example

of human height which has an estimated heritability of “80%.” Studies at the time with

sample sizes larger than 30,000 had identified a set of 40 statistically significant genetic

markers associated with height. However, this set of significant predictors only explained

approximately 5% of the estimated heritability of height. See Table 1.1 for examples of

other traits that demonstrate the “missing heritability” phenomena.

Table 1.1: Proportion of Heritability Explained by Identified Significant Genetic Markers:
Adapted from [4]

Trait # Significant Markers Proportion of Heritability Explained
Fasting glucose 4 1.5%
Early onset myocardial infarction 9 2.8%
Height 40 5%
HDL cholesterol 7 5.2%
Type 2 diabetes 18 6%
Systemic lupus erythematosus 6 15%
Crohn’s disease 32 20%
Age-related macular degeneration 5 50%

Although increasing the sample size has generally resulted in detecting more relevant

genetic markers (e.g. a study in 2014 with a sample size of 253,288 identified a set of

697 genetic markers that explain ≈ 20% of the heritability of human height [8]), much of

the total heritability still remains unexplained. So where (or what) are the rest of the ge-

netic markers that can explain the remaining heritability of complex human traits? Many

potential causes of the missing-heritability phenomena have been suggested, such as: ge-

netic interaction effects, epigenetic effects, “rare-variants”, failure to measure many rele-

vant genetic markers, existing studies were too underpowered to detect relevant markers

with small effect sizes, or perhaps heritability was inaccurately estimated in the first place

[3, 4, 7, 9, 6].

Overall, the missing heritability phenomena implies that many more genetic markers

that contribute to disease risk are still waiting to be discovered. Identification of the exact
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genetic markers associated with a disease is important for the development of pharmaceuti-

cal drugs that often target these markers (see [5] for several recent examples). Additionally,

“missing heritability” may imply that we are inaccurately estimating heritability in the first

place [3, 4, 6], thus motivating the development of more robust models for estimating her-

itability.

1.2 Dissertation Objectives

This dissertation attempts to address the missing-heritability problem by working towards

the following two objectives:

(1) Develop a more robust framework for estimating the heritability of human traits

(2) Develop powerful association tests in an attempt to find more individual genetic

markers (as well as biologically meaningful groups of markers) that are significantly

associated with the trait of interest

Objective (1) attempts to address the following concern: “The accuracy of current her-

itability estimates is important, because experimentally identified variants could never ex-

plain all the variance in an erroneously inflated heritability estimate” [4]. Certainly more

accurate estimates of trait-heritability will help facilitate the finding of relevant genetic

markers. This motivated the work of Chapter 2 which develops robust variance compo-

nent models for estimating heritability using second-order generalized estimating equations

(GEE2). We demonstrate that GEE2 can improve coverage rates of the true heritability pa-

rameter for non-normally distributed outcomes, and can easily incorporate both mean and

variance-level covariate effects (e.g. let heritability vary by sex or age)

Objective (2) attempts to address the concern that many existing studies were too un-

derpowered to detect relevant genetic predictors. Increasing the sample size will improve

power, but so can developing more sophisticated models that borrow information across
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markers, incorporate prior knowledge, or account for more complex association structures

such as non-additive or non-linear effects. This motivated the projects from Chapters 3-4.

In Chapter 3, Lasso penalized regression is used to jointly model all genetic markers, where

resampling-based methods are used to determine which individual markers are associated

with the trait. It is demonstrated that jointly modeling all markers can be more powerful

than conventional methods that test each marker “one-at-a-time” while ignoring all other

predictors. Chapter 4 expands on this work by developing a more flexible nonparametric

Bayesian variable selection model that can account for non-linear or non-additive effects,

and can also be used to test biologically meaningful groups of markers for an association

with the outcome (this is often referred to as “pathway” or “gene-set” analysis in the ge-

nomics literature [10]). Simulations and real-data examples demonstrate how the nonpara-

metric Bayesian method can detect genetic markers with complex association structures

that more conventional linear models might miss.

The projects in Chapters 2-4, and their relationship to the two dissertation objectives

will now be summarized in greater detail.

1.3 Robust Estimation of Heritability in Twin Studies

Chapter 2 attempts to address Objective (1) by proposing a robust, unified framework for

estimating heritability in twin studies using second-order generalized estimating equations

(“GEE2”). Studies with monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins allow us to estimate

heritability by fitting an “ACE” model which estimates the proportion of trait variance ex-

plained by additive genetic (A), common shared environment (C), and unique non-shared

environmental (E) latent effects, thus helping us better understand disease risk and eti-

ology. In this paper, we develop a flexible generalized estimating equations framework

(“GEE2”) for fitting twin ACE models that requires minimal distributional assumptions;

rather only the first two moments need to be correctly specified. We prove that two com-
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monly used methods for estimating heritability, the normal ACE model (“NACE”) and

Falconer’s method, can both be fit within this unified GEE2 framework, which additionally

provides robust standard errors. Although the traditional Falconer’s method cannot directly

adjust for covariates, we show that the corresponding GEE2 version (“GEE2-Falconer”)

can incorporate covariate effects for both mean and variance-level parameters (e.g. let her-

itability vary by sex or age). Given non-normal data, we show that the GEE2 models attain

significantly better coverage of the true heritability compared to the traditional NACE and

Falconer’s methods. Finally, we demonstrate that Falconer’s method can consistently esti-

mate heritability even when the total variance differs between MZ and DZ twins; whereas

the NACE will produce biased estimates in such settings.

1.4 Resampling-based Tests for Lasso in Genome-wide As-

sociation Studies

Chapters 3 attempts to address Objective (2) by developing more powerful association tests

for high-dimensional genetic association studies. In particular, the application of Lasso pe-

nalized regression to genome-wide association studies (GWASs) is investigated. GWASs

have predominantly been analyzed by “single marker association” methods that test each

genetic variant “one-at-a-time” while ignoring the influence of all other genetic variants. In

contrast, Lasso penalized regression allows one to jointly model the relationship between

all genetic variants and the phenotype, and thus may gain power due to decreased residual

variance. However, it is unclear how to best conduct inference on the individual Lasso co-

efficients, especially in high-dimensional settings. In this paper, we consider six methods

for testing the Lasso regression coefficients: two permutation (Lasso-Ayers, Lasso-PL) and

one analytic approach (Lasso-AL) to select the penalty parameter for type-1-error control;

residual bootstrap (Lasso-RB), modified residual bootstrap (Lasso-MRB), and a permuta-
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tion test (Lasso-PT). We show that for finite sample sizes with increasing number of null

predictors, Lasso-RB, Lasso-MRB, and Lasso-PT fail to be viable methods of inference.

However, Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL remain fast and powerful tools for conducting inference

with the Lasso, even in high-dimensions. Our results suggest that the proposed permuta-

tion selection procedure (Lasso-PL) and the analytic selection method (Lasso-AL) are fast

and powerful alternatives to the standard univariate analysis in genome-wide association

studies.

1.5 Nonparametric Bayesian Variable Selection with Ap-

plication to RNA-Seq and DNA Methylation Associa-

tion Studies

The work in Chapter 3 (as well as many other popular genetic association tests) is limited to

assuming simple additive linear effects among all genetic markers. Such linear models may

lose power to detect markers with more complex association structures, such as non-linear

or non-additive effects. This motivated the work of Chapter 4, which develops a flexible

Bayesian nonparametric model for performing variable selection in genetic or epigenetic

association studies. Unlike Chapters 2-3, Chapter 4 stays primarily within a Bayesian

statistical setting, which will now be described.

Bayesian linear regression using “spike-and-slab priors” is a popular method for per-

forming variable selection in high-dimensional association studies. However, often times

the relationship between a predictor and response may be a complex non-linear or non-

additive function, in which case, nonparametric regression methods may be more appropri-

ate. In this paper, we propose a nonparametric Bayesian variable selection method based

on Gaussian process regression (“GPVS”). We compare several different GPVS kernel

functions for performing variable selection, and propose a novel kernel function that can
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adaptively capture complex linear, non-linear, additive, or non-additive effects. A “nearest-

neighbor” approximate GPVS model (“NNGPVS”) is proposed to circumvent the need to

invert large matrices, which is a common issue in Gaussian process regression when the

sample size is large. We demonstrate that GPVS can control the false-discovery rate when

determining which predictors are associated with the outcome. Additionally, GPVS can

test the null hypothesis that a group of predictors all have no association with the outcome

(often referred to as “gene-set” or “pathway” testing in the genomics literature). Finally,

both simulations and real-data examples demonstrate how GPVS can detect genetic mark-

ers with complex association structures that more conventional linear models might miss.



Chapter 2

A Robust and Unified Framework for
Estimating Heritability in Twin Studies
using Generalized Estimating Equations

2.1 Introduction

Twins and family studies have proven to be powerful instruments for understanding

the inheritance of complex phenotypes [11]. A recent comprehensive meta-analysis re-

ported heritability estimates for 17,804 traits based on the past 50 years of twin studies

[1]. For any genetic mapping of complex traits, this parameter provides an estimate of the

role genetics play in the disease predisposition. The accurate estimation and inference of

heritability is often of primary interest as it gives us some basic understanding of disease

risk and etiology. For a review of various concepts and methods for estimating heritability,

see [12, 13]. In this paper, we focus on the twin ACE model [11, 14, 1] which compares

the resemblance among monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins in order to estimate

the proportion of trait variance explained by genetic or environmental random effects. In

the twin ACE model, the covariance structure of the trait is partitioned into additive genetic

(A), common shared family environment (C), and unique environmental (E) variance com-

ponents. Heritability is defined as the proportion of total trait variance explained by the

8
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genetic factors in a given population. The twin ACE model can be fit using simple method

of moment estimators called “Falconer’s equations”[14, 1, 15]; structural equation mod-

els (SEM) [11, 14], or linear mixed effect models (henceforth referred to as the “Normal

ACE model” or “NACE”) [16, 17, 18, 19]. The NACE model can be fit using maximum

likelihood, restricted maximum likelihood, or Bayesian estimation procedures [20, 21].

Extensions to the NACE for estimating heritability have been developed for longitudinal

data [22, 23], mixture models [24], and general linear mixed effects models for non-normal

phenotypes [25, 21, 26].

The normal ACE model (NACE) is a popular approach for estimating heritability in

twin studies [16, 17, 18, 19]. However, the NACE model assumes the trait is normally

distributed, and results in Section 2.3 demonstrate that when the assumption of normality

is violated, the NACE model can lead to poor coverage of the true heritability parameter.

Moreover, the NACE model assumes the total population variance is equal between MZ

and DZ twins. We show that the NACE may produce biased estimates of heritability given

deviations from this assumption. Alternatively, one could use Falconer’s distribution-free

method of moment estimators [15, 14]. Unlike the traditional NACE model, Falconer’s

method only estimates the proportion of total variance explained by genetic and environ-

mental effects, but does not estimate the magnitude of the individual variance components

themselves. In doing so, Falconer’s method makes less assumptions. In particular, we

demonstrate that Falconer’s method can obtain unbiased estimates of heritability when the

total MZ and DZ variances differ; while the traditional NACE model remains biased in such

settings. The current method-of-moments (MOM) implementation of Falconer’s approach

cannot however handle covariate adjustments. Hence the NACE approach is generally pre-

ferred over Falconer’s method. The recent twin meta-analysis study of Polderman et al [1]

demonstrated that Falconer’s method and the NACE model can produce substantially dif-

ferent estimates of heritability (see their Supp. Figures 9-10 and Supp. Section 5.7). Thus it

would be beneficial to have a unifying framework for better understanding and comparing
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these two approaches to estimating heritability.

Researchers are often interested in estimating heritability for highly non-normal traits

such as binary case/control data, discrete counts, and skewed or heavy-tailed continuous

data. Moreover, often the trait of interest doesn’t appear to follow any standard parametric

distribution (see Figure 2.1 for examples). Existing approaches to estimating heritability for

non-normal traits include generalized linear mixed effect models, where the ACE compo-

nents are added into the linear predictor as normally-distributed random effects [25, 21, 26].

Recently Kirkpatrick and Neale [27] developed three parametric models for estimating

ACE variance components in count phenotypes. However, in practice, the estimation and

inferences from these models may be sensitive to departures from the parametric distri-

butional assumptions. In addition, often one will fit several different parametric models

then use model selection criteria to pick the “best fitting” parametric model; however, this

creates a multiple testing problem and may lead to biased results if the model selection

procedure is not accounted for while conducting inferences [1]. Thus a more flexible semi-

parametric (or non-parametric) approach to estimating heritability may be desirable for

non-normally distributed outcomes.

In this paper, we propose a robust, unified framework for estimating heritability in

twin studies using second-order generalized estimating equations (“GEE2”). The semi-

parametric GEE2 models require only the first two moments to be correctly specified, and

thus can be used to estimate heritability in a wide variety of phenotypes, without having to

guess the true parametric distribution. We show that two traditional methods for estimating

heritability (NACE and Falconer’s method) can both be fit within the GEE2 framework,

which additionally provides robust standard errors. Although the traditional Falconer’s

method cannot directly adjust for covariates, we show that the corresponding GEE2 ver-

sion (“GEE2-Falconer”) can incorporate covariate effects for both mean and variance-level

parameters (e.g. let heritability vary by sex or age). Given a non-normal trait, we show that

the robust GEE2 models produce significantly better coverage rates of the true heritability
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compared to the traditional NACE and Falconer’s methods. Finally, we demonstrate that

if the total variance differs between MZ and DZ twins, then the NACE produces biased

estimates of heritability, while Falconer’s method can still produce unbiased estimates in

such settings. All methods are compared via simulations and application to the Minnesota

Center for Twins and Family Study [28].

2.2 Methods

An outline of the Methods section is as follows: in Section 2.2.1-Section 2.2.2, we

review the traditional NACE and Falconer’s models for estimating heritability in twin stud-

ies. Then in Section 2.2.3 we develop robust GEE2 versions of both models, and show how

the GEE2 framework can allow heritability to vary as a function of covariates (e.g. sex or

age).

For all methods, assume a study with NMZ and NDZ pairs of monozygotic and dizygotic

twins, and let N = NMZ +NDZ be the total number of twin pairs. Let yyyz = (yz1,yz2)
ᵀ be

a quantitative response measured on both twins (1 and 2) within a given twin pair, with

zygosity “z” equal to “MZ" or “DZ"; and xxxᵀz is a 2×P matrix of P covariates for both

twins. Then the twin ACE model for a given pair of twins of type z is defined as:

yyyz = xxxᵀz βββ +AAAz +CCCz +EEEz, (2.1)

where E(yyyz) = xxxᵀz βββ and cov(yyyz) = ΣΣΣz = cov(AAAz)+ cov(CCCz)+ cov(EEEz). The ACE random

effects are defined to have the following mean and covariance structures:

AAAz ∼
(
000, σ

2
Az

KKKz
)
, CCCz ∼

(
000, σ

2
Cz

JJJ
)
, EEEz ∼

(
000, σ

2
Ez

III
)

where III is a 2× 2 identity matrix, JJJ is a 2× 2 matrix of ones, and KKKz =

 1 wz

wz 1

 is the
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“genomic relationship matrix”. Note wz = 1 for MZ twins and wz = 0.5 for DZ twins,

since MZ twins share 100% of their genome while DZ twins share 50% of their genome

on average. The parameters σ2
Az

, σ2
Cz

, and σ2
Ez

represent additive genetic, shared and non-

shared variance parameters for twin type z. The primary interest for this ‘ACE’ model is to

estimate heritability, which is defined as

h2 =
σ2

AMZ

σ2
AMZ

+σ2
CMZ

+σ2
EMZ

=
σ2

ADZ

σ2
ADZ

+σ2
CDZ

+σ2
EDZ

Often we are also interested in estimating the contribution of shared environment, which is

defined as

c2 =
σ2

CMZ

σ2
AMZ

+σ2
CMZ

+σ2
EMZ

=
σ2

CDZ

σ2
ADZ

+σ2
CDZ

+σ2
EDZ

Note that equation (2.1) allows different variance parameters for the different twin types

(z = “MZ" or “DZ"). However, all these distinct variance parameters are not estimable in

a standard twin study. Hence the different methods to estimate heritability make certain

assumptions about the underlying MZ, DZ populations to generate a valid estimable model.

Below we describe two such common approaches to estimates heritability.

Without loss of generality, for the remainder of this paper we assume the response

is centered such that E(yyyz) = 000. Given that our primary focus in on variance parameters,

fixing the mean equal to zero will greatly simplify formulas and thus help build intuitive

connections between the various models considered in this paper. However, in practice,

both the NACE and GEE2 models described below can easily incorporate both mean and

variance-level covariate effects.
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2.2.1 Normal ACE Model for Twin Studies

See [16, 17, 18, 19] for a review of the popular normal ACE twin model (“NACE”). The

NACE makes a few simplifying assumptions to the model in equation (2.1), such as σ2
Az
=

σ2
A, σ2

Cz
= σ2

C and σ2
Ez

= σ2
E . Hence under the “NACE" model, cov(yyyz) = ΣΣΣz = σ2

AKz +

σ2
CJ+σ2

EI, for z = “MZ” or “DZ”. Thus the NACE model assumes the population variance

for individual ACE variance components (and total trait variance) are equal for both MZ

and DZ twins. The NACE model assumes the random effects are normally distributed such

that yyyz has the following log-likelihood function:

log
(

f (yyyz|ααα)
)
=−0.5

(
log(|ΣΣΣz|)

)
+yyyᵀz ΣΣΣ

−1
z yyyz +2log(2π),

where ΣΣΣz =

σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E wzσ

2
A +σ2

C

wzσ
2
A +σ2

C σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E

 and ααα = (σ2
A,σ

2
C,σ

2
E). The parameters of

interest are jointly estimated over the MZ and DZ families. For a given twin pair, the

estimating equations for ααα can be derived as:

uuu(ααα)NACE =
∂

∂ααα
log f (yyyz|ααα) =

(
∂

∂σ2
A

log f ,
∂

∂σ2
C

log f ,
∂

∂σ2
E

log f
)ᵀ

= 000 (2.2)

Assuming the multivariate-normal distribution log f (yyyz|ααα) is correct, then under the regu-

larity conditions of maximum likelihood estimation
(
see ch 6 of [29]

)
:

√
N(α̂αα−ααα)

D→MV N
(
000,VVV−1), VVV =−E

(
∂ 2

∂ααα∂αααᵀ
log f (yyyz|ααα)

)
, (2.3)

ˆCov(α̂̂α̂α) =
1
N

V̂̂V̂V−1 =
1
N

[−1
N

N

∑
1

∂ 2

∂ααα∂αααᵀ
log f (yyyz|ααα)

]−1

ααα=α̂̂α̂α

where the summation in ˆCov(α̂αα) is taken with respect to all N twin pairs. After obtaining α̂αα

and ˆCov(α̂αα), we use the Delta-Method to construct approximate Wald tests and 95% confi-

dence intervals for h2 and c2 (e.g. ĥ2±1.96 ˆSE(ĥ2)
)
. It is worth noting that if the assumed
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multivariate-normal likelihood function is misspecified (as is often the case in practice),

then in general, equation (2.3) will not hold. Finally, we used the twinlm() function from

the mets R package [30] to implement the NACE model.

2.2.2 Falconer’s Method of Moment Estimators

“Falconer’s equations” use method of moments to estimate heritability in twin studies [15,

14]. Falconer’s estimators for h2 and c2 are defined as:

ĥ2
Falc = 2

(
rMZ− rDZ

)
, ĉ2

Falc = 2rDZ− rMZ, (2.4)

where rMZ and rDZ are Pearson’s sample correlation coefficients for the MZ and DZ twins

respectively. Following the notation of equation (2.1), Falconer’s approach is derived as

follows:

ρMZ =Corr(yyyMZ1,yyyMZ2) =
CovMZ

Var(yyyMZ)
=

σ2
AMZ

+σ2
CMZ

σ2
AMZ

+σ2
CMZ

+σ2
EMZ

= h2 + c2

ρDZ =Corr(yyyDZ1,yDZ2) =
CovDZ

Var(yyyDZ)
=

0.5σ2
ADZ

+σ2
CDZ

σ2
ADZ

+σ2
CDZ

+σ2
EDZ

= 0.5h2 + c2

=⇒ 2(ρMZ−ρDZ) = h2, 2ρDZ−ρMZ = c2,

where ρMZ and ρDZ are the population correlation coefficients between MZ and DZ twins

respectively, and Var(yyyz) is the variance of both twins within a given zygosity type z. Hence

the major difference between the NACE model and Falconer’s method is that NACE aims

to estimate heritability through modeling the population variances of MZ and DZ twins

through three parameters, whereas Falconer’s approach directly targets the proportion of

variance parameters (h2 and c2) through two population correlation parameters. We demon-

strate later that by doing so, Falconer’s approach make less restrictive assumptions about

the MZ, DZ populations and hence provide more robust estimates of heritability compared
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to the NACE model.

One big criticism for Falconer’s approach is that the method cannot adjust for covariates

and there is no straightforward way to estimate the standard error of the estimators. One

could potentially derive the standard errors of the estimators based on asymptotic results of

Pearson’s sample correlation coefficient [31]:

ˆSE(ĥ2
Falc)≈

√
4
(

ˆVar(rMZ)+ ˆVar(rDZ)
)
=

√
4(
(1− r2

MZ)
2

NMZ
+

(1− r2
DZ)

2

NDZ
)

ˆSE(ĉ2
Falc)≈

√
4 ˆVar(rDZ)+ ˆVar(rMZ) =

√
4
((1− r2

DZ)
2

NDZ

)
+

(1− r2
MZ)

2

NMZ

Then using the estimated standard errors, we can construct approximate 95% Wald-type

confidence intervals for h2 and c2. However, we demonstrate through simulations that the

aforementioned standard errors can produce poor coverage rates of the true heritability

parameter, thus motivating a more robust approach to inference with Falconer’s method

using GEE2. Although the traditional Falconer’s method cannot adjust for covariate effects,

we show that the GEE2 version of Falconer’s method can incorporate covariate effects for

both mean and variance-level parameters.

As noted above, one major difference between the NACE and Falconer’s method is

that the NACE assumes equal total variance for the MZ and the DZ twins, whereas this is

not a necessary condition for Falconer’s equations. Unlike the NACE, Falconer’s method

only requires the variance proportions (h2, c2, e2) to be equal for both MZ and DZ twins,

but allows the individual variance components (σ2
Az
,σ2

Cz
,σ2

Ez
) to differ by twin type. In

Section 2.3.3, we demonstrate that when the population variance differs between MZ and

DZ twins (but the proportions h2,c2,e2 are equal between twins), then NACE produces

biased estimates of heritability while Falconer’s method remains unbiased.

In the following section, we develop a unified framework for fitting both the NACE and
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Falconer’s methods using a “GEE2” approach. Our proposed approach provides the flex-

ibility to adjust for covariates (in both mean or variance-level parameters) and can handle

non-normal traits by generating robust standard error estimates.

2.2.3 GEE2 ACE Model for Twin Studies

Liang and Zeger [32] originally proposed the “GEE1” estimating equations which allow

valid large-sample estimation and inferences on first order moment parameters (e.g. mean-

level parameters “βββ”), while allowing all higher-order moments to be misspecified. The

essential assumption of GEE1 is that the trait is some member of the linear exponential

family with only the first-moment structure required to be correctly specified, e.g. E(yyy) =

xxxᵀβββ
(
or g−1(xxxᵀβββ ) if using a link function

)
.

However, in applications where one is interested in conducting inference on both mean

and variance-level parameters, GEE1 is no longer applicable. Prentice and Zhao [33] ex-

tended GEE1 by proposing the “GEE2” estimating equations which allow for valid infer-

ence on both mean and variance level-parameters with minimal distributional assumptions.

The key assumption of GEE2 is that yyy is a member of the quadratic exponential family with

the first two moments correctly specified
(
i.e. E(yyy) and Cov(yyy)

)
; while all higher-order

moments are allowed to be misspecified. If the aforementioned assumptions of GEE2 are

satisfied, then GEE2 can consistently jointly estimate both mean-level parameters (βββ ) and

variance-level parameters (ααα), as well as provide valid Wald tests and confidence intervals

for all parameters. For a complete review of GEE2, see [33, 34, 35] We will now show that

both the NACE and Falconer’s method can be fit within the GEE2 framework.

GEE2-NACE

We will first derive the NACE model under GEE2 framework, where we use the same

notation and assumptions from Section 2.2.1 (e.g. assume the individual ACE variance
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components are the same for both MZ and DZ twins). Let the outcome for a given pair of

twins yyyz = (yz1 ,yz2) be an arbitrary member of the quadratic exponential family with mean

parameters (βββ ) and variance parameters (ααα):

f (yyyz|βββ ,ααα) = exp
{

h(βββ ,ααα)ᵀyyyz + c(βββ ,ααα)+d(yyyz)+yyyᵀz DDD(βββ ,ααα)yyyz

}
(2.5)

Without loss of generality, assume βββ = 000 is fixed, and let ααα = (σ2
A, σ2

C, σ2
E) be the vari-

ance parameters. Then define ΓΓΓz and γγγz to be the population and sample variances in the

following vectorized form:

ΓΓΓz = (σ2
A +σ

2
C +σ

2
E , σ

2
A +σ

2
C +σ

2
E , wzσ

2
A +σ

2
C)
ᵀ

γγγz =
(
y2

z1
, y2

z2
, yz1yz2

)ᵀ (2.6)

Define fffz = γγγz−ΓΓΓz. Then [33] derived the following estimating equations assuming yyyz

belongs to the quadratic exponential family:

uz(ααα) =DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ
−1
z fffz = 000, where DDDz =

[
∂ΓΓΓz
∂αααᵀ

]
, ΩΩΩz =

[
Cov(γγγz)

]
(2.7)

Note that ΩΩΩz is the “working covariance structure” of the sample covariance vector γγγz.

Recall from GEE2 theory that only E(yyyz) and Cov(yyyz) = ΣΣΣz are required to be correctly

specified, whereas the working covariance structure ΩΩΩz is allowed to be misspecified and

one can still obtain valid inference for both mean and variance parameters (βββ ,ααα) in large

samples. The “normal working covariance”[33] for the GEE2-NACE model is defined as:

ΩΩΩz,Norm =

 2(σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E )

2 2(wzσ
2
A +σ2

C)
2 2(σ2

A +σ2
C +σ2

E )(wzσ
2
A +σ2

C)

2(wzσ
2
A +σ2

C)
2 2(σ2

A +σ2
C +σ2

E )
2 2(σ2

A +σ2
C +σ2

E )(wzσ
2
A +σ2

C)

2(σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E )(wzσ

2
A +σ2

C) 2(σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E )(wzσ

2
A +σ2

C) (wzσ
2
A +σ2

C)
2 +(σ2

A +σ2
C +σ2

E )
2


Put simply, the normal working covariance assumes that all moments of yyyz follow a mul-

tivariate normal distribution. Given an initial estimate ααα0, a modified Newton-Raphson
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algorithm is used to iteratively update the estimator as follows [33]:

αααu =ααα0 +
{( N

∑
1

DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ
−1
z DDDz

)−1( N

∑
1

DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ
−1
z fffz

)}
α=α0

(2.8)

Next, [33] derived the following robust estimator for Cov(α̂αα):

ˆCov(α̂αα) = N−2
ΨΨΨ
−1
( N

∑
1

DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ
−1
z fffzfffᵀz ΩΩΩ

−1
z DDDz

)
ΨΨΨ
−1
∣∣∣
ααα=α̂̂α̂α

where ΨΨΨ = N−1
N

∑
1

DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ
−1
z DDDz (2.9)

Then robust standard errors for α̂αα can be obtained by taking the square-root of the diagonal

of ˆCov(α̂̂α̂α). Note that 1
NΨΨΨ−1 is the “model-based” variance of α̂αα , derived from the implied

likelihood function which follows the quadratic exponential family. In general, this model-

based variance estimator is incorrect when the implied likelihood function is misspecified.

The inside “empirical-variance” term
(

∑
N
1 DDDᵀz ΩΩΩ−1

z fffzfff
ᵀ
z ΩΩΩ−1

z DDDz

)
is a consistent nonparamet-

ric estimator of the true variance of α̂αα . The reason these standard errors are “robust” is

because although we allow ΩΩΩz = Cov(γγγz) to be misspecified when estimating α̂̂α̂α , the stan-

dard errors “correct” this by using a consistent nonparametric estimator of Cov(γγγz) through

the inside-term fffzfff
ᵀ
z = (γγγz−ΓΓΓz)(γγγz−ΓΓΓz)

ᵀ. In contrast, the standard errors for the traditional

NACE model are completely determined by the multivariate normal likelihood function,

which if misspecified, can lead to poor coverage rates of the true variance parameters.

Note in Appendix A.3, the estimating equations for the NACE and GEE2-NACE mod-

els are derived and shown to be identical, thus both models will produce identical point es-

timates (with perhaps slight differences due to different software implementations). How-

ever, we show through simulations that the GEE2-NACE model, which uses robust standard

errors, provides a better coverage rate of the true heritability parameter given non-normal

data.

Lastly, it is possible to allow the ACE variance components to differ as a function of

covariates. For example, suppose one wants to allow the ACE variance components to

vary as a function of sex. Then for a given twin pair, we can redefine the ACE variance
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components as follows:

g(σ2
A) = a0 +a1Sex, g(σ2

C) = c0 + c1Sex, g(σ2
E) = e0 + e1Sex

where g(.) is a specified link function (e.g. identity or log-link), and Sex represents the sex

of a given twin pair. Note that we assume both twins within a given pair have the same

sex, thus we do not allow for the case of mixed-gender DZ twins. Now our new variance

parameters of interest are: ααα = (a0,a1,c0,c1,e0,e1), and equations (2.8-2.9) can be used

to obtain the estimates and standard errors. Finally, the heritabilities for males and females

are defined as:

h2
Male =

g−1(a0 +a1)

g−1(a0 +a1)+g−1(c0 + c1)+g−1(e0 + e1)

h2
Female =

g−1(a0)

g−1(a0)+g−1(c0)+g−1(e0)

Note that c2 and e2 for males and females would be defined similarly. The Delta method

is used to obtain the final standard errors for ĥ2
Male, ĥ

2
Female. This framework can easily be

extended to account for other covariate effects as long as the covariate takes on the same

values within a given twin pair (e.g. age). Accounting for ACE covariate effects with

covariates that differ within a given twin pair is left for future work.

GEE2-Falconer

We now derive the GEE2 version of Falconer’s method. We show that under a simple

data transformation, Falconer’s method and a GEE2 ACE model with a “working indepen-

dence covariance structure” (i.e. ΩΩΩz = III, the identity matrix [35]) produce identical point

estimates:
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Theorem 1

Given a twin study with NMZ and NDZ pairs of MZ and DZ twins (N = NMZ +NDZ), assume

the trait of interest is a member of the quadratic exponential family with the general “ACE”

variance decomposition from equation (2.1). Then the GEE2 ACE model with working

independence and Falconer’s estimators are identical if one standardizes the data such that

Var(yyyMZ) =Var(yyyDZ) = 1 in the observed sample. Specifically, apply the following trans-

formations (“*” represents the new transformed data): yyy∗MZ = 1
SMZ

yyyMZ; and yyy∗DZ = 1
SDZ

yyyDZ ,

where SMZ,SDZ are the sample variances of all MZ and DZ twins respectively. Then under

the above data transformation, Falconer’s estimators and GEE2 with working independence

will produce identical estimates of h2,c2.

Proof 2.1

Recall that the Falconer’s estimators are defined as:

ĥ2
Falc = 2(rMZ− rDZ), ĉ2

Falc = 2rDZ− rMZ,

The estimating equations for the GEE2 ACE model with working independence for the

untransformed original data are derived using equation (2.7) with ΩΩΩz = III :

uuuz(ααα)Ind =


yyy2

z2
+wzyz1yyyz2 +yyy2

z1
−w2

z σ2
Az
−σ2

Cz
wz−2(σ2

Az
+σ2

Cz
+σ2

Ez
)

y2
z2
+ yz1yz2 + y2

z1
−wzσ

2
Az
−2(σ2

Az
+σ2

Ez
)−3σ2

Cz

y2
z2
+ y2

z1
−2(σ2

Az
+σ2

Cz
+σ2

Ez
)

=


0

0

0



where ααα = (σ2
Az
, σ2

Cz
, σ2

Ez
) Note that as NMZ → ∞, S2

MZ
σ2

MZ
→ 1 and as NDZ → ∞, S2

DZ
σ2

DZ
→ 1.
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Then by Slutsky’s theorem:

y2
z2
+wzyz1yz2 + y2

z1

S2
z

=
y2

z2
+wzyz1yz2 + y2

z1

σ2
z

(σ2
z

S2
z

)
→(1/σ

2
z )
[
w2

z σ
2
Az
−σ

2
Cz

wz−2(σ2
Az
+σ

2
Cz
+σ

2
Ez
)
]
= w2

z h2− c2wz−2,

where σ2
z and S2

z represent the population and sample variance of twin type z =MZ or DZ.

Hence the modified estimating equations are:

uuu∗z (ααα
∗)Ind∗ =


y∗2z2

+wzy∗z1
y∗z2

+ y∗2z1
−w2

z h2−wzc2−2

y∗2z2
+ y∗z1

y∗z2
+ y∗2z1

−wzh2− c2−2

y∗2z2
+ y∗2z1

−2

=


0

0

0



where ααα∗ = (h2, c2). The above equations imply the following result:

y∗z1
y∗z2

= wzh2 + c2 (2.10)

=⇒ rMZ =
1

NMZ

NMZ

∑
1

y∗z1
y∗z2

= h2 + c2, and rDZ =
1

NDZ

NDZ

∑
1

y∗z1
y∗z2

= 0.5h2 + c2

=⇒ 2(rMZ− rDZ) = ĥ2
Ind∗ = ĥ2

Falc, and 2rDZ− rMZ = ĉ2
Ind∗ = ĉ2

Falc

∴ ĥ2
Ind∗ = ĥ2

Falc, ĉ2
Ind∗ = ĉ2

Falc �

Thus under the data transformation of Theorem 1, we have proved that the GEE2 ACE

model with “working independence” produces identical point estimates of h2,c2 as the

original Falconer’s method. Henceforth we refer to the GEE2 version of Falconer’s method

as “GEE2-Falconer.” Note that the standard errors need to be adjusted to account for the

data transformation of Theorem 1. See Appendix A.1 for a derivation of the adjusted

standard errors.
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Lastly, we show how GEE2-Falconer can allow heritability to vary as a function of

covariates. For example, suppose we want to allow heritability to vary as a function of sex.

Note that equation (2.10) is the key estimating equation of GEE2-Falconer, which shows

that Falconer’s estimators are a function of the MZ and DZ twin correlations. Thus by

modeling the correlations as a function of sex, we implicitly allow h2,c2 to vary by sex.

Given a specified link function g (e.g. identity, log, or Fisher’s z-link), consider the new

estimating equation:

g(y∗z1
y∗z2

) = g(wzh2 + c2) = g(ρz) = η0 +η1z+η2Sex+η3Sex∗ z

where the new variance parameters of interest are ααα = (η0, η1, η2, η3). Notice that unlike

GEE2-NACE, GEE2-Falconer requires covariate-zygosity interactions when attempting to

incorporate ACE covariate effects. These interaction terms allow the correlations and ACE

covariate effects to differ between MZ and DZ twins. In contrast, the NACE model assumes

all variance components are the same between MZ and DZ twins. Again, we can use

equations (2.8-2.9) to obtain estimates and robust standard errors for ααα .

Then one can obtain sex-specific estimates of h2,c2 as follows:

ρ̂MZ,Male = g−1(η̂0 + η̂1 + η̂2 + η̂3), ρ̂DZ,Male = g−1(η̂0 + η̂2)

ρ̂MZ,Female = g−1(η̂0 + η̂1), ρ̂DZ,Female = g−1(η̂0)

ĥ2
Male = 2(ρ̂MZ,Male− ρ̂DZ,Male), ĉ2

Male = 2ρ̂DZ,Male− ρ̂MZ,Male

ĥ2
Female = 2(ρ̂MZ,Female− ρ̂DZ,Female), ĉ2

Female = 2ρ̂DZ,Female− ρ̂MZ,Female

More generally: to estimate the heritability h2
xxx for a particular combination of covariates

“xxx”, simply plug ρ̂MZ,xxx, ρ̂DZ,xxx into Falconer’s equations (2.4) and use the delta method with

ˆCov(α̂αα) to get the final standard errors for ĥ2
xxx , ĉ

2
xxx .

In conclusion, under the conditions of Theorem 1, Falconer’s method and the GEE2
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ACE model with working independence will produce identical point estimates. We call

the GEE2 implementation of Falconer’s method “GEE2-Falconer,” and note that unlike the

original proposal of Falconer’s method [15], our GEE2-Falconer model can incorporate

covariate effects for both mean and variance parameters.

2.3 Results

In Section 2.3.1-Section 2.3.5, we compare the following ACE models via simulations and

application to real data: the normal ACE model (“NACE”), Falconer’s simple moment

estimators (“Falconer”), and robust GEE2 versions of both models (“GEE2-NACE” and

“GEE2-Falconer” respectively).

2.3.1 Estimating Heritability for a Heavy-Tailed Continuous Trait

Assume the outcome for a given twin pair follows a centered heavy-tailed multivariate

t-distribution:

yyyz = (yz1,yz2)∼ f (yyyz) =
Γ(v+2

2 )

Γ( v
2)vπ|ΣΣΣz|1/2

[
1+

1
v

yyyᵀz ΣΣΣ
−1
z yyyz

]−(v+2)
2 (2.11)

ΣΣΣz =

σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E wzσ

2
A +σ2

C

wzσ
2
A +σ2

C σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E


Then with σ2

A = 0.5, σ2
C = 0.3, σ2

E = 0.2, and v = 4, we simulate 300 datasets according

to (2.11), each with 500 MZ and 500 DZ twin pairs. Among the various models, we

are interested in comparing the the following metrics of h2 and c2 across 300 simulated

datasets: the average point estimate, the standard deviation of the estimates (i.e. the “true

standard error”), the average estimated standard error, and the confidence interval coverage

rate (i.e. the proportion of all 300 confidence intervals that contain the true parameter

value).
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From Table 2.1, we see the traditional NACE model has poor coverage for both h2 and

c2 (less than 70%), whereas GEE2-NACE attains coverage much closer to the nominal rate

of 95%. Notice that GEE2-NACE produces identical point estimates to the normal NACE,

however, GEE2-NACE produces larger and more trustworthy standard errors. Table 2.1

shows that the average estimated SE’s for the NACE significantly underestimate the true

SE’s; whereas the average estimated SE’s for GEE2-NACE match up very well with the

true SE’s. The reason the NACE estimated standard errors are incorrect is because they

are based on Fisher’s Information matrix which is determined by the assumed likelihood

function (normal) which is misspecified (the true likelihood is a heavy-tailed t-distribution).

In contrast, GEE2-NACE uses robust sandwich standard errors that provide significantly

better coverage of the true variance parameters.

Notice that GEE2-Falconer and Falconer’s method produce identical point estimates,

thus confirming Theorem 1. However, GEE2-Falconer uses robust standard errors and thus

attains significantly better coverage of the true heritability compared to Falconer’s method.

Table 2.1: Heavy-tailed t-Simulation: Mean point estimates (h̄2, c̄2), True Standard Errors
(SE), Mean Estimated Standard Errors ( ¯SE), and 95% Confidence Interval Coverage Rates
of h2 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.3 across 300 simulated datasets

Model h̄2(SE, ¯SE) c̄2(SE, ¯SE) Coverage (h2,c2)
NACE 0.495 (0.129, 0.059) 0.304 (0.118, 0.056) (0.67, 0.67)
GEE2-NACE 0.495 (0.129, 0.119) 0.304 (0.118, 0.110) (0.93, 0.94)
Falconer 0.503 (0.135, 0.050) 0.297 (0.124, 0.045) (0.59, 0.59)
GEE2-Falconer 0.503 (0.135 , 0.151) 0.297 (0.124, 0.113) (0.95, 0.93)

2.3.2 Estimating Heritability for Right-Skewed Over-Dispersed Count

Data

For a given pair of twins, let yyyz = (yz1,yz2) ∼ bLGP(σ2
A +σ2

C +σ2
E ,λ ), where bLGP(.) is

the bivariate Lagrangian Poisson distribution with dispersion parameter λ ∈ (−1,1). Fol-
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lowing Kirkpatrick and Neale [27], we can simulate from the bLGP distribution as follows:

For MZ twins:

Q0 ∼ LGP(σ2
A +σ

2
C,λ )

Q1,Q2 ∼ LGP(σ2
E ,λ )

Y1 = Q0 +Q1 and Y2 = Q0 +Q2

=⇒ Y1,Y2 ∼ bLGP(σ2
A +σ

2
C +σ

2
E ,λ )

For DZ twins:

Q0 ∼ LGP(0.5σ
2
A +σ

2
C,λ )

Q1,Q2 ∼ LGP(0.5σ
2
A +σ

2
E ,λ )

Y1 = Q0 +Q1 and Y2 = Q0 +Q2

=⇒ Y1,Y2 ∼ bLGP(σ2
A +σ

2
C +σ

2
E ,λ )

where LGP(.) and bLGP(.) are the univariate and bivariate Lagrangian Poisson distribu-

tions respectively. Then we have the following distributional properties: E(yz1) = E(yz2) =

σ2
A+σ2

C+σ2
E

1−λ
, Var(yz1)=Var(yz1)=

σ2
A+σ2

C+σ2
E

(1−λ )3 , Cov(yMZ1,yMZ2)=
σ2

A+σ2
C

(1−λ )3 , Cov(yDZ1 ,yDZ2)=

0.5σ2
A+σ2

C
(1−λ )3 .

However, note that the above construction of the bivariate Lagrangian Poisson distri-

bution may be invalid when λ < 0 (under-dispersion), but will hold when λ > 0 (over-

dispersion) [27]. In contrast, our GEE2 ACE models work for both underdispersed or

overdispersed count data. Nevertheless, we will only consider the case of over-dispersed

count data with λ = 0.4,σ2
A = 0.5,σ2

C = 0.3, and σ2
E = 0.2. Three-hundred datasets are

simulated, each with 1000 MZ twin pairs and 1000 DZ twin pairs (note that the data is very

right-skewed).

Notice from Table 2.2 that the same patterns from Section 2.3.1 hold. GEE2-NACE

has significantly better coverage rates and more accurate estimated standard errors com-

pared to the traditional NACE. The same result holds for GEE2-Falconer compared to

Falconer’s method. Again, the main problem is that the average estimated standard errors

for the NACE and Falconer’s method are significantly less than their true standard errors,

thus yielding coverage rates much less than the nominal rate of 95%. In contrast, the ro-

bust GEE2-NACE and GEE2-Ind models produce much more accurate standard errors and

coverage rates closer to the nominal level.
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Table 2.2: LGP Simulation: Mean point estimates (h̄2, c̄2), True Standard Errors (SE),
Mean Estimated Standard Errors ( ¯SE), and 95% Confidence Interval Coverage Rates of
h2 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.3 across 300 simulated datasets

Model h̄2(SE, ¯SE) c̄2(SE, ¯SE) Coverage (h2,c2)
NACE 0.494 (0.100, 0.043) 0.304 (0.085, 0.041) (0.62, 0.65)
GEE2-NACE 0.494 (0.100, 0.103) 0.304 (0.085, 0.090) (0.96, 0.94)
Falconer 0.492 (0.106, 0.035) 0.305 (0.090, 0.032) (0.52, 0.55)
GEE2-Falconer 0.492 (0.106, 0.115) 0.305 (0.090, 0.086) (0.95, 0.93)

2.3.3 Scenario where the NACE Twin model is Biased, but Falconer’s

Method Remains Unbiased

As shown in Theorem 1 and Section 2.2.2, Falconer’s approach produces consistent esti-

mates for heritability even if the total variance differs between MZ and DZ twins, as long

as the variance proportions (h2,c2,e2) are the same in MZ and DZ twins. In contrast,

the NACE approach makes a stronger assumption that the individual variance components

(σ2
A,σ

2
C,σ

2
E) are equal for both MZ and DZ twins. In the existing literature for the twin

NACE ACE model, researchers have made no comments on how to address the scenario

where the σ2
A,σ

2
C,σ

2
E variance components differ between MZ and DZ twins[16, 17, 18, 19].

The following simulation study was performed with 500 MZ and 500 DZ twin pairs,

where yyyz follows a bivariate normal distribution with Var(yMZ1) = Var(yMZ2) = σ2
AMZ

+

σ2
CMZ

+σ2
EMZ

= .3+ .18+ .12 = 0.6; and Var(yDZ1) = Var(yDZ2) = σ2
ADZ

+σ2
CDZ

+σ2
EDZ

=

.5+ .3+ .2 = 1. Notice the total MZ variance (0.6) differs from the total DZ variance (1),

however, the proportions h2 = 0.5, c2 = 0.3, e2 = 0.2 are equal for both types of twins.

After simulating 300 datasets, Falconer’s method produced the following average point

estimates: h̄2
Falc = 0.491(SD = 0.069), c̄2

Falc = 0.309(SD = 0.063); whereas NACE pro-

duced the following biased results: h̄2
NACE = 0.713(SD = 0.073), c̄2

NACE = 0.135(SD =

0.072). See Appendix A.2 for a clear demonstration of the bias in NACE. Therefore, when

attempting to fit a twin ACE model, one should first check to see if the total variance is
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equal for MZ and DZ twins, and if not, Falconer’s method (or GEE2-Falconer) should be

preferred.

2.3.4 Allowing Heritability to vary as a Function of Sex

Here the ACE variance components are allowed to differ by sex. Following the notation

and assumptions of Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.3, let a0 = 0.3, a1 = 0.3, c0 = 0.4, c1 =

−0.2, e0 = 0.3, and e1 =−0.1. This implies that for males: σ2
A = 0.6, σ2

C = 0.2, E = 0.2

and for females: σ2
A = 0.3, σ2

C = 0.4, σ2
E = 0.3.

For each dataset there are 450 male MZ pairs, 450 female MZ pairs, 450 male DZ

pairs, 450 female DZ pairs. A total of 300 datasets were simulated. The results in Table

Table 2.3 indicate that the average estimated standard errors match up very well with the

corresponding true standard errors, thus both models approximately achieve the correct

coverage rates for the sex-specific heritability.

Table 2.3: Results Averaged Across 300 datasets: Avg point estimate (True SE, Avg. Esti-
mated SE, CI Coverage Rate)

Model h2
Male h2

Female
Truth 0.60 0.30
GEE2-Falconer 0.60 (0.08, 0.078, 0.96) 0.29 (0.079, 0.081, 0.96)
GEE2-NACE 0.60 (0.07, 0.069, 0.95) 0.30 (0.067, 0.070, 0.96)

2.3.5 Minnesota Center for Twins and Family Study (MCTFS)

The Minnesota Center for Twins and Family Study (MCTFS) [36] [28] contains 8,405

subjects clustered into 4-member families (each with 2 parents and 2 twins, either MZ or

DZ). The overall goal of the study is to explore the genetic and environmental factors of

substance abuse. We consider five composite quantitative clinical phenotypes created by

[28], which were derived using the hierarchical factor analytic approach of [37]. These five

phenotypes are: 1) Nicotine (NIC): composite measure of nicotine use and dependence, 2)
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Alcohol Consumption (CON): composite of measures of alcohol use frequency and quan-

tity, 3) Illicit Drugs (DRG): composite of frequency of use of 11 different drug classes

and DSM symptoms of drug dependence, 4) Behavioral Disinhibition (BD): composite of

measures non-substance use behavioral disinhibition including symptoms of conduct dis-

order and aggression, and 5) Externalizing Factor (EXT): a composite measure of all five

previous traits.

We considered a total of 936 MZ and 478 DZ twin pairs for each phenotype (all twins

with non-missing phenotype data, parent data was not included). See Figure 2.1 for the

histograms of each phenotype; notice that all five phenotypes appear very right-skewed,

non-normal, and do not appear to follow any standard parametric distributions. However, as

long as the trait can be approximated by a member of the quadratic exponential family with

the first two moments correctly specified, then it is not necessary to try and model the true

parametric distribution of these traits, rather one can simply use GEE2 which produces a

robust confidence interval of heritability. Lastly, for all traits, first an ordinary linear model

was fit to regress out the effects of several covariates: Sex, Age, and the top 5 principle

components; then the residuals were used as the new response for fitting the ACE models.

The results from Table 2.4 indicate several patterns. First, notice that GEE2-NACE and

NACE model produce identical point estimates, however, GEE2-NACE produces larger

and probably more trustworthy standard errors (as shown throughout all of simulations).

Similarly, GEE2-Falconer and Falconer’s method produce identical point estimates, al-

though the standard errors for GEE2-Falconer are likely more accurate (as shown through-

out all simulations). Interestingly, Falconer’s method (and GEE2-Falconer) consistently

produce smaller estimates of heritability compared to NACE (and GEE2-NACE). Recall

that the NACE model assumes the population variances are equal between MZ and DZ

twins, whereas Falconer’s method allows them to differ. Note that the ratio of the MZ to

DZ sample variance for the five substance abuse traits is 0.95, 0.99, 0.89, 0.97, and 0.96

respectively. The fact that the observed sample variances differ between MZ and DZ twins
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(by at most 11%) may explain why the NACE and Falconer’s method produce different

point estimates of heritability in Table 2.4 (with a maximum absolute difference of 0.075).

Figure 2.1: Histograms of MCTFS Quantitative Phenotypes

Table 2.4: Real Data Analysis Point Estimates and Standard Errors (in parentheses)

Trait Model h2 c2

NIC NACE 0.529 (0.068) 0.199 (0.065)
GEE2-NACE 0.529 (0.102) 0.199 (0.094)
Falconer 0.483 (0.055) 0.238 (0.051)
GEE2-Falconer 0.483 (0.072) 0.238 (0.061)

CON NACE 0.436 (0.065) 0.289 (0.062)
GEE2-NACE 0.436 (0.088) 0.289 (0.082)
Falconer 0.403 (0.052) 0.317 (0.049)
GEE2-Falconer 0.403 (0.053) 0.317 (0.046)

DRG NACE 0.495 (0.069) 0.202 (0.065)
GEE2-NACE 0.495 (0.132) 0.202 (0.121)
Falconer 0.420 (0.056) 0.263 (0.052)
GEE2-Falconer 0.420 (0.095) 0.263 (0.078)

BD NACE 0.667 (0.071) 0.085 (0.069)
GEE2-NACE 0.667 (0.094) 0.085 (0.09)
Falconer 0.626 (0.056) 0.120 (0.054)
GEE2-Falconer 0.626 (0.072) 0.120 (0.059)

EXT NACE 0.597 (0.065) 0.185 (0.064)
GEE2-NACE 0.597 (0.092) 0.185 (0.087)
Falconer 0.548 (0.052) 0.226 (0.049)
GEE2-Falconer 0.548 (0.074) 0.226 (0.06)
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Allow h2,c2,e2h2,c2,e2h2,c2,e2 to vary as a Non-linear Function of Age

The MCTFS is a longitudinal study in which data was collected from a cohort of twins

at five different time periods: ages 11, 17, 20, 24, and 29. The five quantitative pheno-

types in Table 2.4 were only available at age 17, however, additional phenotypes related to

“alcoholism” were available at multiple time points (but not all time periods). The GEE2-

Falconer model was used to jointly model the h2,c2,e2 parameters from ages 17-29 for a

count phenotype measure of alcohol use (values range from 0 to 5, larger values indicate

greater alcohol use). See Appendix A.4 for a histogram of the longitudinal alcohol pheno-

type. The h2,c2,e2 parameters were allowed to vary as a 2nd-degree polynomial function

of age, thus allowing for potential non-linear effects. In particular, the twin correlations

were modeled as follows:

g(ρz) = g(wzh2 + c2) = η0 +η1z+η2Age+η3Age2 +η4Age∗ z+η5Age2 ∗ z

(2.12)

where Age is the age of a given twin pair, and Age2 =
(
Age−mean(Age)

)2 is the squared

centered age of a given twin pair. Recall from Section 2.2.3 that covariate-zygosity inter-

action terms are necessary when incorporating ACE covariate effects for GEE2-Falconer.

The interaction terms allow the correlations and ACE covariate effects to differ between

MZ and DZ twins. Higher-order polynomial effects were not significant (p-values > 0.05).

For example, to estimate the heritability at age 17, the relevant covariate values are plugged

into equation (2.12) to get ρ̂MZ17, ρ̂DZ17 , then ĥ2
17 = 2(ρ̂MZ17− ρ̂DZ17). The Delta-method is

used to obtain the relevant standard errors.
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Figure 2.2: Longitudinal Alcohol Use Trait: GEE2-Falconer model with h2,c2,e2 allowed
to vary as a non-linear function of Age (with 95% confidence intervals)

Notice from Figure 2.2 that the non-shared environmental effect (e2) increases over

time, while the shared environmental effect (c2) decreases. The genetic effect (h2) on the

Alcohol Use trait remained relatively stable across the four time periods. Wald tests were

used to check if h2,c2,e2 significantly changed from ages 17 to 29 (e.g. H0 : h2
29−h2

17 = 0)

and produced the following p-values respectively: 0.78, 0.092, and < 0.0001. Intuitively,

these results may mean that as the twins age and become more independent, their non-

shared environmental experiences have a greater influence on their alcohol use, whereas the

effect of their shared-family environment decreases. Lastly, we note that jointly modeling

the Alcohol Use trait at all four time periods resulted in smaller standard errors compared

to fitting separate univariate GEE2 models at each time period (see Table A.1 for more

details).

2.4 Discussion

Twin studies have proven to be powerful instruments in quantifying the genetic and en-

vironmental factors of complex phenotypes [11][1]. In practice, the normal ACE model
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(“NACE”) [16, 17] and Falconer’s moment estimators [15, 14] are popular methods for

estimating heritability in twin studies. We’ve shown that both estimators can be fit within

a unified second-order generalized estimating equations framework (“GEE2”), which pro-

vides robust standard errors and can incorporate covariate effects for both mean and vari-

ance parameters (e.g. let heritability vary by sex or age as done in Section 2.3.4 and Sec-

tion 2.3.5). It’s worth emphasizing that the original version of Falconer’s method [15]

cannot directly adjust for covariate effects, whereas our GEE2-Falconer model can.

Researchers are often interested in estimating heritability for non-normal phenotypes

(e.g. counts, binary, skewed or heavy-tailed continuous data). When interested in fitting an

ACE model to a non-normal phenotype, one option is to try and parametrically model the

true distribution [27, 21, 26, 25]. However, inferences on the variance components may be

sensitive to departures from parametric distributional assumptions. Our simulations indi-

cate that when the parametric distributional assumption is incorrect, Wald-type confidence

intervals for the ACE variance parameters may significantly differ from the nominal rate.

In addition, we’ve shown that as long as the trait can be approximated by a member of

the quadratic exponential family, then it is not necessary to try and fit the true parametric

distribution; rather one can simply use GEE2 which provides a robust confidence interval

for the true heritability. The GEE2 model requires only the first two moments (i.e. mean

and variance structures) to be correct, all other moments are allowed to be misspecified. In

contrast, parametric models assume all moments (i.e. the likelihood function) are correct,

and may lead to poor coverage rates when assumptions fail.

In Section 2.3.3, we demonstrated an important scenario where NACE produces bi-

ased estimates of heritability, while Falconer’s method remains unbiased. Specifically, the

NACE assumes that the ACE variance components are equal for both MZ and DZ twins

(e.g. σ2
AMZ

= σ2
ADZ

); whereas Falconer’s method allows the variance components to differ

between twins, and only assumes the variance proportions are the same for both twin types

(e.g. h2
MZ = h2

DZ). The fact that the sample variances of the five phenotypes from Table 2.4
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were always greater in DZ twins compared to MZ twins, may help explain the differences

in heritability estimates between the NACE and Falconer’s methods. Therefore, in prac-

tice, one should check to see if the MZ and DZ variance is approximately equal, and if not,

Falconer’s method should be preferred.

Although this paper focuses on the ACE model, all models considered can be extended

to fit the “ADE” twin model, where “D” stands for genetic dominance effects. In prac-

tice, researchers typically fit an ACE model if rDZ > 0.5rMZ , and an ADE model when

rDZ < 0.5rMZ [14]. However, we chose to focus on the ACE model for several reasons:

1) both [38][13] found that ignoring shared environmental effects lead to greater bias in

estimated heritability compared to ignoring dominance or epistatic genetic effects. 2) As-

suming the true model is ACDE, Wang et al [17] proved that σ̂2
A from a working ACE

model is a consistent estimator of σ2
A + 1.5σ2

D; while σ̂2
A from a working ADE model is a

consistent estimator of σ2
A +3σ2

C. Notice the working ACE model estimate of σ2
A only re-

flects genetic effects (both additive and dominant), while the working ADE model estimate

of σ2
A is confounded/biased by shared environmental effects. Thus if the goal is to estimate

heritability (the proportion of trait variance due to genetic effects), then the working ACE

model seems preferable to the working ADE model under model misspecification. 3) Our

real data application focused on substance abuse disorder traits, which have been shown to

have substantial shared family environmental effects [1].

In summary, we’ve shown that given non-normal data, the traditional normal NACE or

Falconer’s method may significantly undercover the true heritability parameter. In contrast,

the proposed GEE2 models can obtain valid inference for the heritability of a wide variety

of data types, such as: normal, binary, counts, heavy-tailed or skewed data. The GEE2

framework requires only the first two moments (i.e. mean and variance structures) to be

correctly specified, while all higher-order moments are allowed to be modeled incorrectly.

We showed that both the traditional NACE and Falconer’s methods can be fit within a uni-

fied GEE2 framework which provides robust standard errors and can incorporate covariate
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effects in mean and variance-level parameters (e.g. let heritability vary as a function of age

or sex). It is important to note that the traditional Falconer’s method [15] cannot directly

adjust for covariate effects whereas our GEE2-Falconer model can. Finally, we demon-

strated that if the total variance differs between MZ and DZ twins, then the standard NACE

produces biased estimates of heritability, while Falconer’s method can still produce unbi-

ased estimates in such settings. Overall, assuming the trait is a member of the quadratic

exponential family with an “ACE” variance decomposition, then it is not necessary to try

and fit the true parametric distribution; rather one can simply use GEE2 which provides

a robust confidence interval for the true heritability. R code for fitting GEE2-NACE and

GEE2-Falconer models will be made available at https://github.com/arbet003.

https://github.com/arbet003


Chapter 3

Resampling-based Tests for Lasso in
Genome-wide Association Studies

3.1 Introduction

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) involve studying association between millions

of genetic variants, called “single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)” and different traits

of interest. Essentially, a GWAS can be viewed as a high-dimensional variable selection

problem with the goal of finding SNPs that are significantly associated with a phenotype of

interest. GWASs have predominantly been analyzed using univariate regression, i.e. “sin-

gle marker association” methods (SMA), where one analyzes the marginal effect between

an individual SNP and the phenotype, while ignoring the influence of other SNPs. As-

suming that the phenotype is affected by multiple SNPs, SMA neglects useful information

regarding the structure of genetic association and hence may lose power to detect relevant

SNPs.

Alternatively, jointly modeling all SNPs may lead to more accurate inference due to

decreased residual variance in the phenotype of interest. However, given that the number

of SNPs greatly exceeds the sample size, standard multiple linear regression techniques

are no longer viable. In contrast, penalized regression may be used to jointly estimate

regression coefficients in such settings. However, developing valid methods for conducting

35
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inference on the penalized regression coefficients remains an open area of research.

Several papers have used penalized regression in GWASs to perform variable selection,

without conducting any rigorous inference on the selected variables. For example, Wald-

mann et al [39] applied penalized regression to a GWAS by using cross validation to select

tuning parameters, then compute the true positive and false positive rates simply based on

whether or not a coefficient is nonzero. Cross Validation attempts to optimize the predictive

performance of the model, but gives no control on the type-I error rate. Furthermore, both

the software PUMA [40] and LOO indices of Wu et al [41] use penalized regression to

perform variable selection, then fit a standard multiple linear regression model using only

those variables selected by the initial penalized model. Their software return p-values for

individual non-zero regression coefficients using standard likelihood-based tests for multi-

ple linear regression. Wu et al [41] admit that these “pseudo p-values” are invalid because

they neglect the complex selection procedure of obtaining the reduced model. Although

these methods are very fast, they cannot warrant control of the type-I error rate.

One could potentially use resampling techniques to generate correct tests for the indi-

vidual coefficients in the reduced model. Meinshausen [42] proposed a data-splitting ap-

proach to p-values with FDR or FWER control. However, sample splitting procedures may

be quite conservative compared to methods that directly use the full data [43], likely be-

cause they lose power to detect SNPs with smaller effect sizes and minor allele frequencies.

Chatterjee and Lahiri [44], and Sartori [45] used cross validation to select penalty param-

eters, then residual bootstrap confidence intervals (and modifications thereof) to conduct

inference on the regression coefficients. Both [44] and [45] focus on bootstrapping the

Lasso in low-dimensional settings. Through simulations, we investigate the performance

of the bootstrap and modified residual bootstrap when n is fixed and the number of null

predictors p0→ ∞.

All previously mentioned methods treat penalty parameter selection and inference as

two separate problems. In contrast, [46] proposed a permutation method to select penalty
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parameters for direct control of the type-1-error rate. If the goal is to detect the genetic

variants that meet a certain threshold for the level of significance, Ayers and Cordell’s tech-

nique gives us a computationally efficient way of identifying these variants compared to

previously mentioned resampling techniques. Similarly, [47] proposed both a permutation

and analytic method to select penalty parameters for false-discovery rate control. We pro-

pose a modified version of the permutation method of Ayers and Cordell, and compare it

with the original method, as well as the analytic method of Yi et al.

Other recently proposed methods of inference for penalized regression not considered

in this paper are as follows: Zhang [48] and Javanmard [49] use a “de-biased” Lasso, which

attempts to remove the bias in the Lasso coefficients, then constructs normal-based confi-

dence intervals using the transformed coefficients. “Post-selection inference” or “selective

inference” [50] [51] is another recent development in inference for penalized regression.

Selective inference is described as “the assessment of significance and effect sizes from a

dataset after mining the same data to find these associations." For example, suppose one

has used Lasso to “select” relevant predictors among a pool of many potentially relevant

predictors. In particular, only predictors with nonzero estimated coefficients are considered

for inference, all other predictors are dismissed. Selective inference addresses the question

of how to conduct valid inference on the subset of selected predictors while accounting for

the complex data-dependent procedure that selected those predictors in the first place. In

this paper, we decided to focus mainly on resampling-based methods of inference for the

Lasso, and thus will not consider the de-biased Lasso or post-selection inferential methods.

Furthermore, one major limitation of existing methods of inference for penalized re-

gression, as they’re currently implemented in the statistical software R [52], is that they

require one to store the entire genotype matrix in RAM, thus leading to great computa-

tional costs. In contrast, the methods we consider take advantage of the bigmemory R

package [53] which allows one to work with high-dimensional file-backed datasets that

are larger than the available RAM. An important feature of the bigmemory package is the
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ability for multiple cores to share access to the same big.matrix object, without having to

create an additional copy of the matrix in RAM at each core. Thus the bigmemory package

allows for memory efficient parallel computing with high-dimensional matrices. In addi-

tion, the biglasso R package [54] allows one to fit Lasso penalized regression models using

the bigmemory R package.

Through simulations, we compare six methods for testing the individual Lasso coef-

ficients: two permutation and one analytic selection procedures for type-1-error control,

residual bootstrap, modified residual bootstrap, and a permutation test. As a benchmark,

all methods are compared to a standard single marker analysis. First we consider the sce-

nario where the sample size (n) is fixed, and the number of null SNPs p0→ ∞. We show

that the bootstrap methods and permutation test become unstable as p0→∞; however, both

the permutation and analytic selection procedures appear to be powerful tools of inference,

even in high-dimensional settings. Lastly, we apply the Lasso with both the permutation

and analytic selection methods to the Minnesota Center for Twins and Family Study [55]

[56], using 3,853 subjects and 507,541 SNPs.

3.2 Methods

Consider a GWAS with n subjects, p SNPs (p> n), and a quantitative phenotypeYYY . Without

loss of generality, assume there are no additional covariates. Let xi j denote the number of

minor alleles the ith subject carries at the jth SNP (i.e. xi j = 0,1 or 2). Then standardize

all SNPs to have a mean of zero and variance of one. We focus on the scenario where the

proportion of null SNPs is large, i.e p0
p ≈ 1, and the individual causal SNPs have relatively

small effect sizes. Typically GWASs are analyzed using a “single marker analysis” (SMA),

which tests the marginal effect of the jth SNP as follows:

YYY = xxx jβ j +εεε, εεε ∼ N(000,σ2III) (3.1)
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Then a t-test may be used to test the null hypothesis H0 : β j = 0. The SMA applies model

(1) to all j = 1, ..., p SNPs and obtains p-values from a t-distribution, then declares a SNP

significant if its p-value is less than or equal to some desired significance level α. In prac-

tice, one may adjust for multiple testing by controlling the family-wise error rate or false-

discovery rate (see [57] for a review), but we chose not to address the issue of multiple

testing in this paper. Rather the aim of this paper is to compare a standard SMA with sev-

eral multi-marker methods in their ability to detect individual genetic variants that meet a

desired level of significance.

As an alternative to SMA, we consider jointly modeling the main effects of all SNPs:

YYY n×1 =XXXn×pβββ p×1 +εεεn×1, εεε ∼ N(000,σ2III) (3.2)

Here we are interested in testing the conditional effect of the jth SNP, i.e. the effect of

SNP j conditional on the effect of all other SNPs. Thus the following null hypothesis is of

interest:

H0 : β j
∣∣X(− j)X(− j)X(− j) = 0 (3.3)

However, given that p > n, standard multiple linear regression techniques are no longer

viable. In contrast, Lasso [58] penalized regression allows one to estimate βββ in high-

dimensional settings as follows:

β̂ββ λ = argmin
βββ

{1
2
||YYY −XXXβββ ||2 +λ ||βββ ||1

}
(3.4)

The subscript λ indicates that the Lasso estimator β̂ββ λ depends on the penalty parameter

λ which controls the rate of penalization in the estimated coefficients. In general, as λ

increases, the Lasso coefficients are shrunk closer to zero. Typically Lasso yields a sparse
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solution of nonzero coefficients, and thus may be viewed as a variable selection tool. When

there is a group of highly correlated predictors, the Lasso tends to only select one predictor

in the group [59]. It is unclear if this property is disadvantageous for GWAS. If there is a

group of highly correlated predictors that represents a causal region and Lasso only detects

one SNP in that region; we have detected the region nonetheless. A followup analysis

could easily find SNPs that are correlated with the detected SNP, if such SNPs would be of

interest.

Lastly, most of the methods discussed in this paper can easily be extended to other

sparse penalized regression models such as SCAD [60], MCP [61], Elastic Net [62], or

Adaptive Lasso [63]. However, it is not the aim of this paper to compare different penalty

types, thus we decided to focus only on the Lasso.

3.2.1 Permutations to Select λ for Type-1-Error Control

First we describe how to fit a Lasso model using a modified permutation method to select

λ for control of the type-1-error rate. Define the following decision rule:

D(Y,XY,XY,X ,λ ) := Reject H0 : β j = 0 iff β̂λ , j 6= 0 (3.5)

where β̂λ , j is the estimated Lasso coefficient of the jth SNP for a given value of λ . Suppose

there exists a value of λ , called λα , that controls the type-1-error rate at level α under

decision rule (3.5). [46] showed that permutations can be used to estimate λα . We propose

a modified version of Ayers’ method:

1. Permute YYY to obtain “permuted dataset”: {YYY P,XXX}. Fit a Lasso model to {YYY P,XXX}, and

then record the value of λ that results in exactly s nonzero coefficients, where s
p = α

and p is the total number of predictors. Define this value of λ as λ̂α .

(a) Note that if α < 1
p , the above method won’t work. In this case, suppose we
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let α = 1
p·k for some positive integer k. Then we can permute Y, k additional

times (resulting in k Lasso models) and record the λ value in each of the k

replicates that results in exactly 1 nonzero coefficient, giving {λi}k
i=1. Then

define λ̂α =max{λi}k
i=1, which effectively allows for only 1 nonzero coefficient

out of the k · p total null coefficients, thus controlling the type-1-error rate at

level α .

In either case above, λ̂α will control the type-1-error rate at approximately level α ,

however, we can reduce the mean squared error of λ̂α as follows:

2. Repeat step (1) B times to obtain {λ̂α,i}B
i=1. Then define the final estimator of λα as

follows:

λ̄α =
1
B

B

∑
i=1

λ̂α,i (3.6)

3. Finally, fit the Lasso model to the original data with λ = λ̄α for type-1-error control

at approximately level α

The main modification we propose to Ayers’ method is to estimate λα B times, then

use the sample mean (or median), λ̄α as the final estimate of λα . For high-dimensional

datasets, estimating λα a single time (as does Ayers and Cordell [46]) may result in an

unstable model in terms of variable selection (see Figure 3.4 for more details). In contrast,

as B increases, our estimator λ̄α will select a stable model where the number of selected

variables converges to some constant. Secondly, we propose two practical modifications

to Ayer’s method: 1) use the bisection algorithm of Wu et al [41] to efficiently find the

target λα , and 2) use the bigmemory and biglasso R packages for memory-efficient parallel

computing with high-dimensional matrices.

Yi et al [47] proposed a similar permutation and analytic method to select λ for false-

discovery rate control, which may easily be modified for control of the overall type-1-error
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rate [43]. Their methods require one to fit a grid of penalty parameter values, with the

hope that at least one value on the grid achieves the desired error rate. In contrast, our

permutation method will efficiently find the value of λ that gives the desired error rate.

Through simulations, we compare Lasso using our modified permutation method to select

λ for type-1-error control (“Lasso-PL”) with the original Ayers’ method (“Lasso-Ayers”),

as well as the analytic method of Yi et al (“Lasso-AL”).

Lastly, we present theoretical justification for using the permutation method to select

λ .

Theorem 2

Consider the linear model of the form YYY = XXXβββ +εεε , where XXX is an n× p matrix of p in-

dependent SNPs from n independent subjects, each standardized to have a mean of 0 and

variance of 1; and εεε ∼ N(000,σ2IIIn). Consider the Lasso penalized regression model which

can be written in the form of (3.7), with parameter λ that controls the overall rate of pe-

nalization. Then under decision rule (3.5), λ̄α (3.6) will control the type-1-error rate at

approximately level α .

Proof 3.1

Without loss of generality, suppose we wish to control the type-1-error rate at level α where

α ≥ 1
p (the proof will have to be modified when α < 1

p , see step (1a) above for more info).

Yi et al [47] showed that β Lasso
λ , j can be defined as follows:

β̂
Lasso
λ , j =


β̂ OLS

j −λ if β OLS
j > λ

β̂ OLS
j +λ if β OLS

j <−λ

0 if |β̂ OLS
j | ≤ λ

(3.7)
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where λ ∈ (0,∞), and β̂ OLS
j is defined as:

β̂
OLS
j =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi jri( j), where ri( j) = yi−∑
k 6= j

xikβk. (3.8)

The key result of (3.7) and (3.8) is that β̂ Lasso
λ , j is nonzero iff |β̂ OLS

j |> λ . Then permuting YYY

approximates the global null scenario: H0 : βββ = 000, which gives the following result:

β̂
OLS
j ∼

H0
N(0,

σ2

n
), ∀ j = 1, ..., p (3.9)

where the asymptotic variance of β̂ OLS
j is σ2

n (xxxᵀjxxx j)
−1 = σ2

n since all covariates are

standardized such that xxxᵀjxxx j = 1; and Var(rrr( j)) =Var(YYY ) = σ2 ∀ j, since the SNPs explain

0% of the variance in YYY under the global null.

Next, define the main parameter of interest, λα , as the (1− α

2 ) · 100% quantile of the

distribution of β̂ OLS
j , i.e. Pr(|β̂ OLS

j |> λα) = α. Then we can estimate λα as follows:

1. Permute YYY to obtain YYY P and fit a Lasso model to {XXX,YYY P}. Define λ̂α as the value of

λ such that exactly α% of the penalized β̂ Lasso
λ , j ’s are nonzero.

2. Then by equations (3.7) and (3.8), α% of the β̂ Lasso
λ̂α , j

’s are nonzero iff α% of the

|β̂ OLS
j |’s are > λ̂α . Therefore λ̂α is the (1− α

2 ) · 100% sample quantile estimate of

λα . The asymptotic distribution of the sample quantile estimator λ̂α is well known:

√
p(λ̂α −λα)

D→
p→∞

N
(

0,
(1− α

2 )(
α

2 )

φ(
√

nλα

σ
)2

)
(3.10)

where φ(·) is the pdf of a N(0,1) random variable. Thus λ̂α is a consistent estimator
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for λα , and will control the type-1-error rate at approximately level α for large p:

Pr(Reject H0 : β j = 0|β j = 0, λ̂α) = Pr(β̂ Lasso
λ̂α , j

6= 0)

= Pr(|β̂ OLS
j |> λ̂α)

≈ α, ∀ j = 1, ..., p (3.11)

The variability in our estimator can be reduced as follows:

3. Repeat step (1), B times to obtain
{

λ̂α,b
}B

b=1 and λ̄α = 1
B ∑

B
b=1 λ̂α,b. Then λ̄α

P→

E(λ̂α) ≈ λα for large p, and Var(λ̄α) =
1
BVar(λ̂α); thus λ̄α is a more efficient esti-

mator of λα

Finally, λ̄α will control the type-1-error rate at approximately level α for large p :

Pr(Reject H0 : β j = 0|β j = 0, λ̄α) = Pr(β̂ Lasso
λ̄α , j

6= 0)

= Pr(|β̂ OLS
j |> λ̄α)

≈ α, ∀ j = 1, ..., p (3.12)
�

The above theory holds when all SNPs are independent, but may be conservative given

dependency among SNPs (see Breheny [43] for more details).

Lastly, we summarize the computational cost of fitting a Lasso-PL model to a real

dataset with 3,853 subjects and 507,451 SNPs, using a combination of the glmnet [64],

bigmemory [53], and biglasso [54] R packages.

1. Use glmnet to find a reasonable starting window for λα (≈ 2.5 minutes): for a given

significance level α , this step is a one-time computational cost. It is necessary to find

a reasonable window for the target value λα , in order to speed up computation in

step 3. Technically this step could be done with the biglasso R package, however, the
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algorithm we use to find a reasonable starting window for λα took around 2.5 minutes

with glmnet and over 1 hour with biglasso. Thus we recommend using glmnet for

step 1.

2. Create the big.matrix object (≈ 10 minutes): creating a file-backed big.matrix object

is a one-time computational cost. In future R sessions, one can instantaneously reload

the big.matrix object without any overhead.

3. Fit a biglasso model while estimating λα B times: parallel computing with a base-R

matrix object would require one to create an additional copy of the matrix within

each core, thus leading to high computational cost. In contrast, the bigmemory R

package allows multiple cores to share access to a single copy of the dataset. Using

20 cores in parallel, this step took around 1 hour for B = 100.

3.2.2 The Residual Bootstrap and Modified Residual Bootstrap

For an introduction to the bootstrap, see Efron [65] and Hesterberg [66]. Chatterjee and

Lahiri [67] proved that the standard residual bootstrap approximation to the Lasso distri-

bution may be inconsistent whenever one or more components of the regression parameter

vector are zero. Chatterjee and Lahiri [44] proposed a “modified residual bootstrap” for the

Lasso as an attempt to overcome this problem. However, in low-dimensional settings, Sar-

tori [45] found that the residual bootstrap worked “acceptably well,” and that the modified

residual bootstrap appeared to offer no significant improvement. We consider the perfor-

mance of both the residual bootstrap and modified residual bootstrap when n is fixed and

p0→ ∞. The basic setup of the residual bootstrap (“Lasso-RB”) is as follows:

1. Use 10-fold cross-validation to select λ , then keep λ fixed throughout all remaining

steps

2. Fit a Lasso model of the form YYY =XXXβββ +εεε and obtain the Lasso estimate β̂ββ λ
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3. Calculate the residuals eee =YYY −ŶYY , where ŶYY =XXXβ̂ββ λ . Then center the residuals:

ececec = eee− ē̄ēe, where ēee = 1
n ∑

n
i=1 ei

4. Draw a random sample with replacement of size n from the centered residuals, call

this e∗ce∗ce∗c

5. Define new outcome variable: Y ∗Y ∗Y ∗ =XXXβ̂ββ λ +e∗ce∗ce∗c

6. Fit a Lasso model to {Y ∗Y ∗Y ∗,XXX,λ} and obtain the bootstrap Lasso estimate β̂ββ
∗
λ

7. Repeat B times to get {β̂ββ
∗
λ ,b}B

b=1, for large B.

8. For all j = 1, ..., p SNPs, construct the following bootstrap confidence interval:

CI j =
(
2β̂λ , j− β̂ ∗

λ , j,(1−α

2 )
,2β̂λ , j− β̂ ∗

λ , j,(α

2 )

)
, where β̂λ , j,(γ) is the γ ∗ 100th quantile

of the bootstrap distribution {β̂ ∗
λ , j,b}

B
b=1

9. For all j = 1, ..., p SNPs, reject H0: β j = 0⇔ 0 6∈ CI j

The modified residual bootstrap (“Lasso-MRB”) makes the following changes: step (3)

uses the modified bootstrap residuals ẽ̃ẽe =YYY−Ỹ̃ỸY , where Ỹ̃ỸY =XXXβ̃̃β̃β λ , and β̃λ , j = β̂λ , jI
(
|β̂λ , j|>

τ
)
, for a given threshold τ. Step (4) resamples with replacement from these modified cen-

tered residuals, call this e∗∗ce∗∗ce∗∗c ; step (5) uses the new response Y ∗∗Y ∗∗Y ∗∗ = XXXβ̃̃β̃β λ +e∗∗ce∗∗ce∗∗c , then step

(6) fits a Lasso model to {Y ∗∗Y ∗∗Y ∗∗,XXX,λ} and obtains the modified bootstrap Lasso estimate

β̂ββ
∗∗
λ . Lastly, step (8) constructs the modified bootstrap confidence interval:

(
β̂λ , j + β̃λ , j−

β̂ ∗∗
λ , j,(1−α

2 )
, β̂λ , j + β̃λ , j− β̂ ∗∗

λ , j,(α

2 )

)
.

3.2.3 Permutation Test P-values

Anderson and Legendre [68] provide an overview of permutation tests for multiple linear

regression. We extend the permutation test of Manly [69] to the Lasso (“Lasso-PT”) as

follows:
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1. Use 10-fold cross-validation to select λ , then keep λ fixed throughout all remaining

steps

2. Fit a Lasso model to {YYY ,XXX,λ} and obtain estimate β̂ββ λ

3. Randomly permute YYY and call it YYY P. Fit the new model YYY P =XXXβββ +εεε and obtain the

permuted Lasso estimate β̂ββ
P
λ . Repeat B number of times to obtain

{
β̂ββ

P
λ ,b
}B

b=1.

4. For an individual predictor xxx j, calculate the permutation p-value:

p j =

[
∑

B
b=1 I(|β̂ P

λ , j,b|> |β̂λ , j|)
]
+1

B+1

5. Reject H0 : β j = 0⇔ p j ≤ α , where α is the specified significance level.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Simulations

All simulated genotypes were generated with Vanderbilt’s “GWA Simulator” program [70]

using HapMap Illumina300k CEU phased data (Utah Residents with Northern and Western

European Ancestry). The GWA simulator can simulate genotypes for case-control designs.

We used the simulator to simulate genotypes on a set of markers under the null hypothesis

of no association with the disease, and then simulated a quantitative trait on these individ-

uals using linear regression with a set of genetic variants associated with the quantitative

trait. Only common variants with minor allele frequencies greater than 0.05 were simu-

lated.
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Simulation 1

In Simulation 1, we are interested in the scenario where the sample size (n) is fixed, the

true causal effects are relatively small, and the number of null SNPs p0→ ∞. Six-hundred

subjects were simulated with five independent causal SNPs, each coming from a different

chromosome. Without loss of generality, we assume there are no additional covariates. The

quantitative trait YYY was simulated as follows:

YYY 600×1 =XXX600×5 βββ 5×1 +εεε600×1, εεε ∼ N(000,III) (3.13)

After standardizing each SNP to have a mean of zero and variance of one, βββ = 0.15JJJ5

(where JJJ5 is a vector of ones) was chosen so that each causal SNP explains ≈ 2% of the

variation in YYY for a total R2 ≈ 0.10. Three-hundred datasets were simulated according to

(3.13). Lastly, we consider five different settings where the number of null SNPs varies

from 0, 45, 300, 900, and 20,000 The null SNPs were simulated from a chromosome inde-

pendent of the causal SNPs, and contain varying levels of correlation.

We compare a standard single marker analysis to the Lasso using six different meth-

ods of inference on the Lasso coefficients: two permutation and one analytic methods to

select λ for type-1-error control, residual bootstrap, modified residual bootstrap, and a

permutation test. In particular, we are interested in comparing the performance of these

methods as the number of null SNPs p0→ ∞. Lastly, all methods are compared in terms

of their true positive rate (TPR): proportion of causal SNPs detected across the 300 simu-

lated datasets; and false positive rate (FPR): proportion of null SNPs detected across 300

simulated datasets.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of methods given fixed sample size and increasing number of null
SNPs, α = 0.01α = 0.01α = 0.01

Model 0 Null SNPs 45 Null SNPs 300 Null SNPs 900 Null SNPs 20,000 Null SNPs
Lasso-PL 0.840 0.831 (0.008) 0.841 (0.0081) 0.857 (0.0083) 0.841 (0.0095)
Lasso-AL 0.850 0.850 (0.0102) 0.851 (0.0089) 0.854 (0.0077) 0.828 (0.0079)
Lasso-Ayers 0.819 0.808 (0.0121) 0.836 (0.0096) 0.846 (0.0086) 0.838 (0.0095)
SMA 0.828 0.828 (0.0106) 0.828 (0.0101) 0.828 (0.01) 0.828 (0.01)
Lasso-PT 0.829 0.832 (0.0078) 0.827 (0.0073) 0.818 (0.0076) 0.560 (0.0013)
Lasso-RB 0.869 0.859 (0.0137) 0.847 (0.0106) 0.833 (0.0089) 0.555 (0.0012)
Lasso-MRB(t=0.001) 0.869 0.865 (0.0138) 0.850 (0.0105) 0.838 (0.0089) 0.556 (0.0012)
Lasso-MRB(t=0.005) 0.869 0.863 (0.0137) 0.849 (0.0105) 0.836 (0.009) 0.555 (0.0012)
Lasso-MRB(t=0.01) 0.869 0.864 (0.0139) 0.849 (0.0105) 0.837 (0.009) 0.556 (0.0012)
Lasso-MRB(t=0.03) 0.869 0.864 (0.0136) 0.849 (0.0102) 0.839 (0.0092) 0.558 (0.0013)
Lasso-MRB(t=0.05) 0.869 0.859 (0.0124) 0.841 (0.0099) 0.833 (0.0089) 0.559 (0.0013)

Models are compared by their true positive rate and false positive rate (in parentheses), across 300
simulated datasets, using a significance level of α = 0.01. Each column represents a scenario where
a different number of null SNPs were used (e.g. 0, 45, 300, 900, or 20,000).

Notice in Table 3.1 that only Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL consistently have power greater

than or equal to the standard SMA. In general, in scenarios where there are not many SNPs,

Lasso-AL has slightly greater TPR than Lasso-PL, presumably because Lasso-PL requires

a large number of SNPs in order to get a good estimate of λα (see proof of Theorem 2).

However, in the 20,000 null SNP scenario, Lasso-AL is slightly conservative compared to

Lasso-PL.

Lasso-Ayers is consistently less powerful than Lasso-PL (especially in the 0 and 45 null

SNP scenario), and has slightly inflated type-1-error in the 45 null SNP scenario. Because

Lasso-Ayers only estimates λα a single time, there may be high variability in λ̂α compared

to Lasso-PL which estimates λα B times then uses the sample mean (or median) as its

final estimate (see Table 3.2). Thus on average, Lasso-Ayers is more prone to missing

potential causal SNPs by over-estimating λα , or under-estimating λα and having excess

false positives. Lasso-PL appears to correct this by obtaining a more stable estimate of λα ,

thus having increased power and better control of the type-1-error relative to Lasso-Ayers.

Table 3.2 presents a comparison of λ̂α from Lasso-Ayers, Lasso-PL, and Lasso-AL.

Notice that Lasso-Ayers and Lasso-PL, on average, select the same value of λ ; however,
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Table 3.2: Comparison of λ̂α Between Lasso-Ayers, Lasso-PL, and Lasso-AL

Model 0 Null SNPs 45 Null SNPs 300 Null SNPs 900 Null SNPs 20,000 Null SNPs
Lasso-Ayers 0.112 (0.0168) 0.112 (0.0165) 0.108 (0.0099) 0.105 (0.0065) 0.074 (0.0031)
Lasso-PL 0.110 (0.0042) 0.110 (0.0041) 0.109 (0.0034) 0.105 (0.0033) 0.074 (0.0022)
Lasso-AL 0.108 (0.0033) 0.107 (0.0033) 0.107 (0.0033) 0.106 (0.0033) 0.081 (0.0039)

The average selected value of λ that controls the type-1-error rate at level α = 0.01 is compared
between three different methods across 300 simulated datasets. Standard deviations are reported in
parentheses.

Lasso-PL significantly reduces the variability in λ̂α , and thus may provide more accurate

inference. Although the variability in λ̂α may appear small for all methods, the scale

is relative, for small changes in λ can result in drastically different number of nonzero

coefficients, especially in high-dimensional settings. In the low dimensional settings, the

three different methods produce similar values of λ̂α on average, with Lasso-Ayers being

the most variable. In the high-dimensional 20,000 null SNP scenario, Lasso-AL appears to

be slightly over-penalizing relative to Lasso-PL and Lasso-Ayers.

When there is no null SNP, Lasso-RB and Lasso-MRB are the most powerful models;

but when there are 45 null SNPs, all of the bootstrap methods have significantly inflated

FPR. The reason the FPR is inflated may be due to the theoretical work of [67] [44] which

shows that the bootstrap may become unstable given one or more null predictors. In addi-

tion, notice as the number of null SNPs increases, the bootstrap methods become increas-

ingly conservative, such that the power in the 20,000 null SNP scenario is significantly less

than the other competing methods.

Notice Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show that the bootstrap methods perfectly approxi-

mate the true Lasso distribution when there are no null SNPs. However, as p0 increases,

the bootstrap methods are no longer able to approximate the true Lasso distribution; thus

hypothesis testing using the bootstrap may fail to control the type-1-error at the correct

level (as seen in the 45 and 20,000 null SNP scenarios). In addition, notice that the mod-

ified residual bootstrap is unable to provide significantly better approximations to the true
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Lasso distribution, compared to the standard residual bootstrap in Figure 3.1. We tried a

range of threshold values for the Lasso-MRB: t = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.03, and 0.05. For

values of t ≤ 0.001, the MRB performed nearly identical to the RB, and for t > 0.05 the

MRB degenerates to a large point mass at zero. However, for all t ∈ (0.001,0.05), the MRB

does not appear to significantly improve upon the standard residual bootstrap.

Similar to the bootstrap methods, the permutation test (Lasso-PT) becomes significantly

conservative in the setting with 20,000 null SNPs. One reason why the bootstrap and

permutation test perform so poorly as p0 increases may be because using 10-fold CV to

select λ in high-dimensional settings is too stringent, resulting in over-penalization of the

coefficients.

Table 3.3: Average λ selected by 10-fold Cross Validation

Num. of Null SNPs Avg. λ (Std. dev.)
0 0.0007 (0.0013)

45 0.048 (0.011)
300 0.076 (0.013)
900 0.089 (0.015)

20000 0.136 (0.024)
The average λ selected by 10-fold CV across 300 simulated datasets is reported for simulation
scenarios with varying number of null SNPs. Standard deviations are listed in parentheses.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the true Lasso distribution with the residual bootstrap approx-
imation of the Lasso distribution. The black curve represents the empirical “true” Lasso
distribution of T1 =

√
N(β̂λ ,1−β1), over 300 simulated datasets. The blue curve combines

the residual bootstrap distribution of T ∗1 =
√

N(β̂ ∗
λ ,1− β̂λ ,1) from all 300 datasets
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the true Lasso distribution with the modified residual bootstrap
approximation of β̂λ ,1. The black curve represents the empirical “true” Lasso distribu-
tion of T1 =

√
N(β̂λ ,1− β1), over 300 simulated datasets. The other curves combine the

modified residual bootstrap distribution of T ∗∗1 =
√

N(β̂ ∗∗
λ ,1− β̃λ ,1) from all 300 datasets
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According to Table 3.3, as the number of null SNPs increases, the average λ selected by

10-fold CV increases and gets very close to the true effect size of the causal SNPs (0.15).

Thus using 10-fold CV to select λ in high-dimensional settings may be too stringent, re-

sulting in over-penalization of the coefficients, and thus lead to conservative results. In the

20,000 null SNP setting, even in the best case scenario where if every non-zero coefficient

was declared significant, Lasso-PT and the bootstrap methods would still all have TPR less

than 0.6 (which is much less than the competing methods). Thus clearly the 10-fold CV is

over-penalizing the coefficients and making it harder to distinguish the causal SNPs from

the null SNPs in this setting.

Given that the performance of Lasso-RB, Lasso-MRB, and Lasso-PT significantly de-

generates as p0 increases (especially in the 20,000 null SNP scenario), we decided to omit

these methods from the remainder of our paper.

Simulation 2

Simulation 2 is similar to Simulation 1, except now we allow each causal SNP to be cor-

related with several neighboring SNPs. Specifically, each causal SNP was allowed ten

neighboring SNPs in varying levels of linkage-disequilibrium (LD) with the causal SNP.

Thus we have five causal regions or “LD blocks” of SNPs that are associated with the

disease trait. Kruglyak [71] and Pritchard [72] defined “useful LD” as having r > 0.316

or r2 > 0.1, where r is defined in [73]. Thus when picking the LD regions, we tried to

ensure that each region had several representative SNPs in “useful LD” with that region’s

causal SNP. A summary of each causal region’s LD structure is as follows: in region 1,

the average r2 between the 10 neighboring SNPs with the true causal SNP was 0.18, with

3 SNPs having an r2 > 0.4 with the causal SNP (max=0.52). In region 2, the average r2

was 0.24, with 4 SNPs having an r2 > 0.3 with the causal SNP (max=0.8). In region 3, the

average r2 equaled 0.29, with 3 SNPs having an r2 > 0.4 with the causal SNP (max=0.65).

In region 4, the average r2 equaled 0.33, with 4 SNPs having an r2 > 0.4 with the causal
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SNP (max=0.81). In region 5, the average r2 was 0.32, with 3 SNPs having an r2 > 0.4

with the causal SNP (max=0.67). Thus overall, each causal region contains multiple SNPs

that “represent” the region by having moderate to large LD with the latent causal SNP.

Lastly, the five original causal SNPs were removed. Thus the goal is to “detect” a causal

region by detecting at least one SNP that is in significant LD with the latent causal SNP

of that region. In reality, the true causal SNPs are often not sequenced, thus our goal is to

“tag” the true causal SNP by detecting SNPs in significant LD with the latent causal SNP.

In each simulated dataset, there are 1000 total SNPs. A “null” SNP is defined as any

SNP that is not in significant LD with any of the five latent causal SNPs. We defined a SNP

as being in “significant LD” with a latent causal SNP if r≥ τ , and considered two different

values for τ : 0.3 and 0.5.

Models are compared by their true positive rate (TPR), linked true positive rate (LTPR),

and false positive rate (FPR). The TPR represents the average proportion of the five causal

regions that are detected across the hundred simulated datasets. To detect a causal region,

one must detect at least one SNP that is in significant LD with that region’s latent causal

SNP. The LTPR is defined as the average proportion of SNPs detected that are in significant

LD with at least one latent causal SNP. For example, in a given dataset, suppose there are

20 SNPs that are in significant LD with at least one latent causal SNP; and suppose a model

detects 10 of these SNPs as having significant association with the disease trait. This would

result in an LTPR of 10
20 = 0.5. In contrast, suppose I detect at least 1 SNP in 3 of the 5

causal regions that is in significant LD with that region’s latent causal SNP. This would

result in a TPR of 3
5 = 0.6.

Lastly, FPR(τ) represents the average proportion of null hypotheses that are falsely

rejected, where a null SNP is defined as not being in significant LD (using cutoff τ) with

any latent causal SNP.

Notice in Table 3.4 that Lasso-PL, Lasso-Ayers, and Lasso-AL have higher TPR than

SMA for both cutoffs τ = 0.3 and 0.5. Recall here that TPR measures the ability of a
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Table 3.4: Comparison of TPR, LTPR, and FPR across 300 simulated datasets, each with
five causal regions

Model TPR(t=0.3) LTPR(t=0.3) FPR(t=0.3) TPR(t=0.5) LTPR(t=0.5) FPR(t=0.5)
Lasso-PL 0.780 0.166 0.0087 0.762 0.232 0.0091
Lasso-Ayers 0.775 0.166 0.0092 0.755 0.232 0.0096
Lasso-AL 0.761 0.159 0.0075 0.741 0.222 0.0079
SMA 0.753 0.336 0.0101 0.740 0.448 0.0115

Each dataset contains n = 600 subjects, 1000 SNPs and five causal regions. All testing was done
using significance level α = 0.01. See above for a definition of “causal region”, TPR, LTPR, and
FPR.

model to detect the true latent causal SNPs. Secondly, notice that SMA has significantly

higher LTPR than the Lasso models. We should expect this because given a group of highly

correlated SNPs that are also correlated with a latent causal SNP, Lasso tends to only select

one SNP within the group, whereas SMA is likely to select multiple SNPs. However, given

that the Lasso models have higher TPR than SMA implies that many of the SNPs SMA

is picking up are redundant and not offering much additional information about the latent

causal SNP.

For a given correlation threshold τ , the penalized regression models appear to do a

better job of controlling the FPR at level α . This is probably because SMA is more likely

to detect spurious SNPs that are weakly correlated with the latent causal SNPs.

Interestingly, there appears to be negligible difference between Lasso-PL and Lasso-

Ayers in Simulation 2; whereas in Simulation 1, Lasso-PL was consistently more powerful

and better controlled the type-1-error rate. However, given the results from Simulation 1

and our real data analysis, Lasso-PL appears to be the better method despite the increased

computational cost.

3.3.2 Minnesota Center for Twins and Family Study (MCTFS)

The Minnesota Center for Twins and Family Study [55] [56] contains genotype informa-

tion on over 520,000 SNPs using Illumina’s Human 660W Quad Array, with 8,405 subjects
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clustered into 4-member families (each with 2 parents and 2 children). The families are cat-

egorized by sibling relationship type: MZ twins, DZ twins, full siblings, adopted siblings,

and mixed siblings (one adopted, one biological). The overall goal of the study is to explore

the genetic and environmental factors of substance abuse.

After quality control procedures, we focused on 3,853 Caucasian parents and 507,541

SNPs with MAF > 1%, HWE p-values > 10−6, and genotype call rates > 99% (see [56] for

more details). Remaining missing genotypes were imputed using a combination of Beagle

[74] and minimac [75], since existing penalized regression software cannot handle missing

data.

We decided to focus on two quantitative clinical phenotypes created by [56], which

were derived using the hierarchical factor analytic approach of [76]. These 2 phenotypes

of interest are: (1) Alcohol Consumption (composite of measures of alcohol use frequency

and quantity); and (2) Non-Substance Behavioral Disinhibition (composite of measures

non-substance use behavioral disinhibition including

Lastly, for each phenotype, we compared Lasso-PL (with B = 100), Lasso-AL, and

Lasso-Ayers to the standard single marker analysis (SMA). Results for the GWAS of Al-

cohol Consumption and Non-Substance Behavioral Disinhibition can be found in Figure

Figure 3.3 and Table 3.5-Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of selected number of SNPs in a GWAS with two different quanti-
tative traits: alcohol consumption (left) and non-substance behavioral disinhibition (right).
A total of 3853 subjects were used with 507,541 SNPs. All testing used significance level
α = 1.18∗10−5. Venn Diagrams were created using [77]

Table 3.5: Alcohol Consumption GWAS

SNP Chr. Gene Distance from Gene (bp) SMA Lasso-PL Lasso-AL Lasso-Ayers
rs7574612 2 LHCGR -24421 9.4∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs4836266 5 GRAMD3 -235 1.3∗10−5 (N) S N N
rs211598 6 EYA4 -29329 9.3∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs4385434 8 hCG_1814486 -129857 5.5∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs7136989 12 GOLGA3 -244 1.7∗10−5 (N) S N N
rs6072694 20 PTPRT -1180 2.1∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs233278 21 KRTAP10-4 -1677 1.3∗10−6 (N) S N N
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Table 3.6: Non-Substance Behavioral Disinhibition GWAS

SNP Chr. Gene Distance from Gene (bp) SMA Lasso-PL Lasso-AL Lasso-Ayers
rs831750 1 LOC440706 -1546 8.1∗10−6 (S) N N N
rs1007227 1 LOC440706 -698 7.5∗10−7 (S) S S S
rs17045125 2 ASB3 -3399 1.3∗10−5 (N) S N N
rs1384394 2 IKZF2 -32475 7.9∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs4527483 4 TSPAN5 -7088 6.9∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs3017726 4 LOC728847 -88224 1.3∗10−5 (N) S N N
rs6923361 6 MCHR2 -58727 5.0∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs2215987 7 THSD7A -177262 1.4∗10−5 (N) S N N
rs10504658 8 PXMP3 -718715 1.3∗10−6 (S) S S S
rs7314533 12 KCNC2 -81891 9.7∗10−6 (S) S N S

For Table 3.5 and Table 3.6: “S” means ”significant” and “N” means “not significant” using sig-
nificance level α = 1.18 ∗ 10−5. Note that Lasso-PL, Lasso-AL, and Lasso-Ayers cannot provide
exact p-values, but selects significant SNPs while attempting to control the type-1-error rate at level
α. One could fit multiple penalized regression models and estimate λ that controls the type-1-error
rate at various orders of magnitude (e.g. 10−5,10−6, etc) to get a better idea of the significance of
each selected SNP (not done here).

Notice for the GWAS of Alcohol Consumption (Table 3.5) that SMA, Lasso-AL, and

Lasso-Ayers detected only 4 SNPs, whereas Lasso-PL detected 7 SNPs. For the GWAS of

Non-Substance Behavioral Disinhibition (Table 3.6), SMA detected 7 SNPs, while Lasso-

PL detected 6 of the 7 SNPs found by SMA, plus 3 additional SNPs. Note the only SNP

found by SMA that was not found by Lasso-PL (rs831750), is significantly correlated with

SNP rs1007227 (r2 = 0.788), which was detected by all models. However, Lasso-AL failed

to tag SNP rs7314533 which was detected by all other models. Thus there appears to be

slight evidence that Lasso-PL and Lasso-Ayers are more powerful than Lasso-AL here.

Secondly, the few SNPs that Lasso-PL detected that SMA missed, were still borderline

significant for SMA. Thus overall, the three Lasso models performed very similar to the

standard SMA, with evidence that Lasso-PL may be slightly more powerful, and Lasso-

AL may be conservative. As expected, if there are two highly correlated SNPs that are

associated with the trait of interest, SMA is more likely to detect both SNPs compared

to penalized regression; but Lasso-PL and Lasso-Ayers are still detecting the associated

region nonetheless.
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A natural question is whether B = 100 permutations is sufficient for obtaining an accu-

rate estimate of λα in the Lasso-PL models. We created a diagnostic tool to assess whether

or not B is large enough (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Diagnostic plots for Lasso-PL with the alcohol consumption quantitative trait.
The figure on the left shows the total number of selected SNPs for a given number of
permutations (B) used in the estimator λ̄α . Ideally, as the number of permutations increases,
the number of selected SNPs should converge to some constant since Var(λ̄α) → 0 as
B→ ∞. The figure on the right shows the number of discrepant SNPs between models
using B and B−1 permutations in the estimator λ̄α . Ideally, as B increases, the number of
discrepant SNPs should converge to 0.

In order to indicate that we have obtained a stable model in terms of variable selection

(i.e. that λ̄α is an accurate estimate of λα), we need the number of selected SNPs to

converge to some constant and the number of discrepant SNPs to converge to 0, as the

number of permutations→ ∞. In Figure 3.4, notice as the number of permutations used in

the estimator λ̄α increases, the number of SNPs our model selects converges to 7; and the

number of discrepancies in selected SNPs between models using B and B−1 permutations

converges to 0. Thus it appears that using at least 15 permutations is sufficient for obtaining

a stable estimate of λα in this application. Note if we had estimated λα only a single time,
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as does [46], we would have identified only four nonzero SNPs, thus missing the three

potentially associated SNPs that λ̄α identifies when B > 15. Overall, B = 100 was more

than enough to ensure an accurate estimate of λα for the two Lasso-PL models.

Table 3.7: Computation Time in Minutes for Alcohol Consumption and Behavioral Disin-
hibition GWASs

Method Cores Alc_CON Behav_Dis
SMA 20 8.0 7.9
Lasso-Ayers 1 10.5 19.9
Lasso-AL 1 29.2 29.4
Lasso-PL(B = 100) 20 57.1 62.0

Computation time in minutes for the models fit to the Alcohol Consumption and Behavioral Disin-
hibition quantitative traits, using 507,541 SNPS from 3,853 subjects.

Lastly, a comparison of the computation time required to fit each model can be found

in Table 3.7. Notice that all of the methods considered in this paper have reasonable com-

putational costs for a realistic large-scale GWAS, with SMA and Lasso-Ayers being the

fastest methods. Although Lasso-AL is an analytical method, it still requires one to fit a

Lasso model using a grid of λ values, then estimates the type-1-error rate for each value

of λ analytically, with the hope that at least one value of λ within the grid obtains an es-

timated type-1-error rate near the desired level α. This calculation cannot be done apriori

because it requires estimation of σ2 in equation 3.2 for each value of λ in the grid. We

attempted to find a reasonable window for the target value of λ beforehand, then fit a grid

of λ values within this window in order to reduce the computational cost. However, it may

be possible to further reduce the computational time needed to fit Lasso-AL models by

picking a more optimal grid. Lastly, notice the computation time for Lasso-Ayers with the

Behavioral Disinhibition trait is almost twice the time needed for the Alcohol Consump-

tion trait. This is because the bisection algorithm [41] we used to find the target value of λ

(in both Lasso-Ayers and Lasso-PL models) sometimes has high variability in computation

time. Thus it may be possible to further reduce the computation time needed to fit Lasso-
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Ayers or Lasso-PL by developing more efficient algorithms for finding the target value of

λ . However, our current implementation of these methods seems reasonable enough using

modest computational resources.

3.4 Discussion

Penalized regression is a useful tool for GWASs that allows one to simultaneously test

the relationship between hundreds of thousands of SNPs and a phenotype of interest with

a single model. Unlike the standard single marker analysis, penalized regression jointly

models all SNPs, and thus provides a more realistic model of the structure of genotype-

phenotype association.

Through simulations, we compared six methods for conducting inference on the in-

dividual Lasso coefficients: two permutation and one analytic approaches to select λ for

type-1-error control, residual bootstrap, modified residual bootstrap, and permutation test

p-values. Simulation 1 showed that for fixed sample size and increasing number of null

SNPs, the bootstrap methods fail to approximate the true Lasso distribution. In addition, the

modified residual bootstrap gave no significant advantage over the standard residual boot-

strap. In the simulation scenario with 20,000 null SNPs, the bootstrap methods (Lasso-RB,

Lasso-MRB) and permutation test (Lasso-PT) become significantly conservative relative to

competing methods of inference. Therefore, we do not recommend using the residual boot-

strap, modified residual bootstrap, or permutation test with the Lasso in high-dimensional

settings.

Throughout our simulations, we found using our modified permutation approach or an

analytic method to select λ for type-1-error control (Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL) were often

the most powerful models, with power consistently greater than or equal to the standard

SMA. Unlike the bootstrap or permutation test, Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL performed consis-

tently well, even in high-dimensional settings. As to which method, Lasso-PL or Lasso-AL
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is more powerful, our study gave mixed results. In Simulation 1, Lasso-AL was more pow-

erful in low-dimensional settings, but Lasso-PL was more powerful in the 20,000 null SNP

setting. In Simulation 2 and our real data analysis, Lasso-PL was more powerful. For the

real data GWAS of Alcohol Consumption, Lasso-AL failed to tag a SNP detected by the

standard SMA, while both Lasso-PL and Lasso-Ayers successfully tagged this SNP. Over-

all, both Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL were consistently competitive with the standard SMA,

thus it seems either method could be recommended in practice.

Simulation 1 and the real data application gave evidence that our modified permutation

method to select λ (Lasso-PL) performs better than the original method (Lasso-Ayers)

proposed by Ayers and Cordell [46]. Lasso-Ayers uses permutations to estimate the value

of λ that controls the type-1-error rate at the desired level α . They use permutations to

estimate the target λα only a single time, whereas Lasso-PL estimates λα B times then

uses the sample mean (or median) as its final estimate, thus reducing the variability in

λ̂α . Simulation 1 showed that Lasso-PL is consistently more powerful than Lasso-Ayers,

and does a better job of controlling the type-1-error rate. Table 3.2 showed that Lasso-PL

significantly reduces the variability in λ̂α compared to Lasso-Ayers. In addition, Lasso-PL

always detected more SNPs in the real data analysis. By using permutations to estimate λα

only a single time, Lasso-Ayers is more prone to missing potential causal SNPs by over-

estimating λα , or under-estimating λα and having excess false-positives. Lasso-PL corrects

this by obtaining a more stable estimate of λα .

Another key difference between Lasso-Ayers and Lasso-PL, is that Lasso-PL should

lead to more consistent results. For example, if multiple Lasso-Ayers models are fit to the

same high-dimensional dataset, there may be high variability in the number of selected rel-

evant SNPs between each model. Whereas if multiple Lasso-PL models are fit to the same

dataset, they should all obtain the same results given a sufficient number of permutations.

The main downsides of Lasso-PL, Lasso-AL, and Lasso-Ayers is that they provide no

confidence intervals or exact p-values for individual SNPs. We are still guaranteed that the
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subset of selected SNPs maintains approximate type-1-error control at level α , but do not

know exactly “how significant” each selected SNP is. One could fit multiple Lasso-PL or

Lasso-AL models and estimate λ that controls the type-1-error rate at various orders of

magnitude (e.g. 10−5,10−6, etc) to get a better idea of the significance of each selected

SNP, however, this would greatly increase the computational cost. Nonetheless, if our goal

is to identify the genetic variants that meet a pre-specified level of significance, then Lasso-

PL and Lasso-AL are fast and powerful alternatives to the standard single marker analysis.

Lastly, throughout this paper the methods we use control the overall type-1-error rate.

However, these methods can easily be modified for control of the family-wise-error rate

at level α by using the significance level α∗ = α

p where p is the total number of SNPs or

estimated number of effective tests. For controlling the false-discovery rate with penalized

regression, see [47].

Conclusion

Developing valid methods to test Lasso coefficients in high-dimensional settings remains a

challenging area of research. Through simulations, we’ve shown that the residual bootstrap

(Lasso-RB), modified residual bootstrap (Lasso-MRB), and permutation test (Lasso-PT)

become practically intractable in high-dimensional settings (p >> n). However, our mod-

ified permutation method to select λ for type-1-error control (Lasso-PL) and the analytic

method of Yi et al [47] (Lasso-AL) nearly always outperformed the standard univariate

analysis in both simulations and real data application. The bigmemory and biglasso R

packages may be used to fit high-dimensional Lasso-PL or Lasso-AL models with memory-

efficient parallel computing. For a real dataset with 3,853 subjects and 507,451 SNPs,

Lasso-PL with B= 100 permutations took around one hour using 20 cores in parallel, while

Lasso-AL took less than 30 minutes with a single core. Therefore, we recommend Lasso-

PL or Lasso-AL as fast and powerful alternatives to the standard single marker analysis in
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genome-wide association studies.



Chapter 4

Nonparametric Bayesian Variable
Selection with Application to RNA-Seq
and DNA Methylation Association
Studies

4.1 Introduction

Bayesian linear regression using “spike-and-slab” variable selection priors (“linearSSVS”)

is a popular method for simultaneously testing the associations between multiple predictors

with an outcome of interest [78, 79, 80, 81], and more recently such methods have been

applied to high-dimensional genetic association studies [82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. Frequentist and

Bayesian methods that simultaneously model all predictors can improve power to detect

individual associated predictors compared to methods that model each predictor “one-at-a-

time” [82, 87]. In addition, linearSSVS can be considered a type of “hierarchical model”

that borrows information across all predictors when testing individual predictors. Such

“information-borrowing” can reduce false-positives, compared to methods that test each

predictor “one-at-a-time” while ignoring all other predictors [88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94].

Bayesian linearSSVS typically introduces random “indicator variables” for each regres-

sion coefficient to identify whether or not the coefficient is nonzero. Specifically, the prior

66
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distribution for a given regression coefficient is a mixture of a point mass at zero (“spike”)

and a more dispersed distribution such as the normal distribution (“slab”). Hence the name

“spike-and-slab prior.” By sampling from the posterior distribution of the indicator vari-

ables, one can estimate the “posterior probability of association” (PPA) i.e. the posterior

probability that a given regression coefficient is non-zero, while accounting for the effects

of all other predictors. These PPA’s can be used to determine which predictors are “signifi-

cantly associated” with the outcome while controlling the false-discovery rate at a desired

level [95, 83, 96, 97, 98]. Typically Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) methods are

used to obtain approximate samples from the posterior distribution of all regression coeffi-

cients. More recently, linearSSVS using fast variational approximation methods have been

developed which circumvent the need for computationally intensive MCMC [86, 99].

However, linearSSVS assumes the predictors are related to the outcome via a simple

additive linear relationship, and thus may lose power to detect more complex association

structures (e.g. non-linear or non-additive effects), in which case, nonparametric methods

may be more appropriate. Therefore, we propose a nonparametric Gaussian process vari-

able selection method (“GPVS”) in attempt to more flexibly model the relationship between

a set of predictors and outcome. In GPVS, one assumes the outcome yyy is related to a set of

predictors XXX such that E(yyy|XXX) = hhh(XXX), where hhh is an unknown function. Within a Bayesian

framework, hhh is assumed to follow a “Gaussian process” prior distribution defined by a

particular “kernel function.” This kernel function implicitly defines the space of all possi-

ble functions that hhh can belong to. Many flexible kernel functions exist that allow the set

of predictors XXX to have complex non-linear or non-additive associations with the outcome

yyy. We compare several commonly used kernel functions for performing variable selection,

and propose a novel kernel function that can adaptively capture linear, non-linear, additive,

or non-additive effects. See [100, 101, 102] for a review of Gaussian processes.

Previous GPVS research focused on settings with small sample sizes (N) and a small

number of predictors (P) [103, 104, 105]. Fitting a GPVS model requires computing the
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inverse and determinant of an N ×N kernel matrix, which becomes computationally in-

feasible when the sample size (N) is large. Of the existing GPVS literature, only [104]

gives advice on how to deal with the large N setting by using a modified projection method

[106]. Such “ low-rank projection” methods use a subset of q observations (q << N) to

approximate the full N×N kernel matrix. However, such methods are limited by the po-

tential drastic loss of information, as well as how to choose a subset of q observations

that provides a good “representation” of all N observations. Moreover, empirical investi-

gations have demonstrated the poor performance of such low-rank approximation methods

[107, 108]. We propose a modified version of the “nearest neighbors Gaussian process

model” (NNGPVS) [107] for performing variable selection in the large N setting. Un-

like low-rank projection based methods, the NNGPVS defines a “non-degenerate” process,

which is a key requirement in establishing theoretical consistency results for Gaussian pro-

cesses (see Ch. 7 of [100]).

Other challenges in GPVS include: 1) how to efficiently perform variable selection

when the number of candidate predictors is large; and 2) how to control the type-1-error

rate when determining which predictors are significantly associated with the outcome. We

address these issues as follows: the “rank-based” MCMC proposal method of [82] is used

to efficiently traverse the model space in high-dimensions. After obtaining the posterior

probabilities of association for each predictor, a data-dependent cutoff is used to control

the false-discovery-rate when deciding which predictors are significantly associated with

the outcome [98].

All methods are compared to both RNA-seq and DNA methylation association studies,

the basics of which will now be described. RNA-seq studies measure “gene-expression”:

the process by which genes create functional gene products (often called “proteins”) that are

necessary for various processes of life. Gene expression is an important part of the process

by which genes give rise to “phenotypes” (observed traits or diseases in an organism).

A particular gene’s expression level is typically measured by the amount of “messenger
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RNA” (mRNA) present in the gene (mRNA plays a key role in going from genes to the

creation of proteins), which is usually represented in the form of count data, but is often

transformed into a continuous variable after applying quality-control procedures [109]. In

general, the larger the measured expression level for a particular gene, the more “active”

that gene currently is. In RNA-seq association studies, the goal is to determine which

gene-expression markers are “differentially-expressed” with respect to some outcome of

interest. For example, in case-control studies, the goal is to determine which genes are

significantly more active (or non-active) in cases versus controls. Or given a continuous

outcome of disease-severity, one can determine which genes are associated with increased

disease-severity. For a review of RNA-seq association studies, see [109, 110].

“DNA methylation” refers to the process by which “methyl” groups attach themselves

to particular sites of DNA, usually referred to as “CpG” sites, and plays a key role in

both normal human development and disease [111]. DNA methylation markers are typ-

ically measured in the form of “beta” values that continuously range from 0 to 1, where

0 represents no methylation and 1 represents a “fully methylated” site. Alternatively, M

values (ranging from −∞ to ∞) may be used which simply take a logit transformation of

the beta values [112, 113]. In general, higher levels of methylation within a gene acts to

“suppress” gene-expression[114], thus rendering the gene “inactive.” In DNA methylation

association studies, the goal is to determine which methylation markers are “differentially

methylated” with respect to some outcome of interest. For example, one may wish to de-

termine which genes have different methylation levels in cancer versus non-cancer cells; or

one may attempt to identify genes that are differentially methylated with respect to a con-

tinuous measure of disease severity. For a review of DNA methylation association studies,

see [114, 111, 112]. For the remainder of this article, we will refer to both RNA-seq and

DNA-methylation measurements simply as “markers” or “predictors.”

Lastly, several other nonparametric Bayesian variable selection approaches exist that

are not considered in this paper. Bayesian spline basis regression models with variable
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selection have been developed [115, 116, 117]. In Section 4.2.2, we explain how gen-

eral basis regression models can be fit within a Gaussian process regression framework.

Bayesian Dirichlet process models have been used to nonparametrically model the resid-

ual error distribution [118], the distribution of linear regression coefficients [119, 120], or

the prior probability of association for each individual predictor (or groups of predictors)

[121]; but such models predominately still assume each predictor has an additive linear

effect, i.e. they still assume the outcome “yyy” is related to the predictors “XXX” through a sim-

ple additive linear function “g
(
E(yyy|XXX)

)
= XXXβββ” (where g is a link-function), and thus may

lose power to detect complex non-linear or non-additive effects. In principle, the Dirichlet

process priors could be used within GPVS models to more flexibly model the residuals or

prior probabilities of association for each predictor, which we leave for future work.

In summary, the present paper develops a nonparametric Bayesian Gaussian process

variable selection (“GPVS”) model with application to RNA-seq and DNA methylation as-

sociation studies. We make the following contributions to the GPVS literature: 1) a novel

kernel function is proposed that can adaptively capture linear, non-linear, additive, or non-

additive effects; 2) a Metropolis-within-Gibbs MCMC algorithm that uses the “rank-based

proposal” method of [82] is proposed to efficiently traverse the high-dimensional model

space; 3) a modified “nearest-neighbor Gaussian process” [107] variable selection model

(“NNGPVS”) is proposed to avoid calculating the determinant or inverse of the large N×N

kernel matrix; 4) we show that the (NN)GPVS model can successfully control the false-

discovery rate when determining which individual predictors are significantly associated

with a continuous outcome; 5) we demonstrate that the (NN)GPVS model can test the null

hypothesis that a group of predictors all have no association with the outcome (this is com-

monly referred to as “gene-set” or “pathway” testing within the genomics literature [10]).

All methods are compared via both simulated and real RNA-seq and DNA methylation

data. Although this paper focuses on association testing with a continuous outcome, GPVS

can be extended to handle binary or categorical outcomes [100], which we leave for future
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work.

4.2 Methods

First we describe Bayesian linear regression using spike-and-slab variable selection priors

(linearSSVS). Then we introduce Gaussian process regression (GPR) and explain its con-

nection to standard Bayesian linear regression and basis regression models, to gain a better

intuitive understanding of how GPR works. In Section 4.2.3-Section 4.2.3, the Gaussian

process variable selection model (GPVS) is defined. Finally, Section 4.2.4 extends the

GPVS model to the large N setting by way of a “nearest-neighbors” type approximation

(“NNGPVS”).

For all methods, let {yi}N
i=1 be a continuous outcome of interest measured on i= 1, ...,N

subjects, and let XXX be an N×P matrix of P different predictors. Similar to [103], assume

the outcome yyy and columns of XXX are all standardized to have sample means of zero and

sample variances of one. For each model, the goal is to determine which of the predictors

are significantly associated with the outcome yyy.

4.2.1 Bayesian Linear Regression with Spike-and-Slab Variable Selec-

tion Priors (linearSSVS)

Although there are many variations [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86], Bayesian linear

regression using spike and slab variable selection priors (“linearSSVS”) generally fits some
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form of the following hierarchical model:

yi = xxxᵀi βββ + εi, εi
iid∼ N(0,σ2

e )

βp|γp
iid∼ (1− γp)δ0 + γpN(0,σ2

β
), p = 1, ...,P

γp
iid∼ Bernoulli(π)

π ∼ Beta(a,b)

σ
2
e ,σ

2
β
∼ non-informative prior

(
e.g. Inverse-Gamma(0.1,0.1)

)
Here the prior for βp|γp is a mixture of a point-mass at zero “δ0”(referred to as the

“spike”), and a Normal distribution (“slab”), hence the name “spike-and-slab prior”. The

indicator variable γp equals one if βp is nonzero, and zero otherwise. These indicator

variables effectively allow the predictors to drop in/out of the model at each iteration of

the MCMC sampler, thus performing a type of variable selection or “Bayesian model av-

eraging.” Sampling from the posterior distribution of γp allows one to approximate the

posterior probability that the pth predictor is associated with the outcome (i.e. the posterior

probability that the pth regression coefficient is nonzero). These posterior probabilities of

association (“PPA”) can be used to conduct variable selection by considering a predictor

significantly related to the outcome if its PPA exceeds a threshold that controls the false

discovery rate [95, 96, 97, 98, 83]. In particular, we use the method of [98] to find a data-

driven cutoff of the PPA’s to control the FDR at level α = 0.05.

The parameter π represents the prior expected proportion of nonzero regression coeffi-

cients (i.e. the prior expected proportion of predictors that are associated with the outcome).

For the remainder of this paper, we set a = b = 1 thus resulting in a non-informative prior

on π . See [122] for an explanation of how the prior on π implicitly provides a multiple

testing adjustment. Put simply: as the number of null predictors increases, the posterior

distribution of π will become more concentrated on zero, thus shrinking all PPA’s and

making it less likely to declare a false-positive.
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Finally, the residual variance (σ2
e ) and variance of the nonzero regression coefficients

(σ2
β

) are typically given non-informative prior distributions
(
e.g. Inverse-Gamma(0.1,

0.1)
)
.

4.2.2 Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process regression (GPR) fits the the following nonparametric regression model:

yyy = hhh(XXX)+εεε, εi
iid∼ N(0,σ2

e ) (4.1)

where hhh = (h1, ...,hN) is an unknown random function of the predictors XXX. The Bayesian

GPR model puts a multivariate-normal prior on the unknown random function hhh with a

covariance function determined by a particular kernel function. In particular, we use the

following zero-centered multivariate-normal prior:

hhh = (h1, ...,hN)∼MV N(000, HHH), Hi j = k(xxxi, xxx j) i, j ∈ {1, ...,N} (4.2)

Here k(xxxi, xxx j) is a user-specified kernel function applied to all (i, j) pairs of subjects. See

Chapter 4 of [100] for a review of commonly used kernel functions. Conceptually: “a ker-

nel function converts information for a pair of subjects to a quantitative value representing

either similarity (larger values meaning more similar) or distance (smaller values meaning

more similar), with the requirement that it must create a positive semidefinite matrix (HHH)

when applied to all pairs of subjects” [102].

Finally, notice in equation 4.2 that the GP prior is centered at zero, which is common

practice [107, 105, 123, 103, 104]. However, it’s worth noting that the posterior means of

hhh and yyy can still be nonzero in this setting [100].
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Intuition Behind Gaussian Process Regression

The GPR model defined by equations (4.1-4.2) can seem rather abstract and difficult to un-

derstand. Therefore, before proceeding further, we first give more intuition behind GPR by

connecting it to standard Bayesian linear regression, and more complex “basis regression”

models.

In standard Bayesian linear regression, one assumes a continuous outcome yyy=(y1, ...,yN)

and an N×P matrix of predictors XXX are related as follows:

YYY =XXXβββ +εεε, εεε ∼ N(000,σ2
e IIIN) (4.3)

βββ = (β1, ...,βp)
iid∼ N(0,σ2

β
)

Here the mean of yyy is related to each predictor (columns of XXX) through a simple addi-

tive linear relationships
(
i.e. E(yyy|XXX) = XXXβββ

)
. In contrast, “basis regression” models allow

for more complex relationships between the predictors and outcome, by constructing a

new design matrix “ZZZ” that uses particular basis functions to map each column of XXX to a

more complex higher-dimensional feature space. Common basis functions “φ(x)” include:

φ(x) = x2,x3,x4, ... (i.e. polynomial functions), or more complex piecewise polynomial

“spline” functions (see Ch. 20 of [101] for more info). The key point is that the original

predictors XXXN×P are mapped to a more flexible higher-dimensional design matrix ZZZN×D

where D≥ P. The resulting basis regression model is defined as follows:

yyy =ZZZβββ
∗+εεε, εεε ∼ N(000,σ2

e IIIN) (4.4)

βββ
∗ = (β ∗1 , ...,β

∗
D)

iid∼ N(0,σ2
β ∗)

Importantly, the basis regression model of equation (4.4) corresponds to a GPR model using
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the following kernel function:

k(xxxi,xxx j) = σ
2
β ∗zzzizzz

ᵀ
j (4.5)

where zzzi,zzz j are the i and jth rows of ZZZ respectively ([101] Chapter 21). The relationship

works the other way as well: Gaussian process regression using conventional kernel func-

tions have an equivalent “basis regression” representation similar to equation (4.4), except

using a (potentially) infinite number of basis functions ([101] Chapter 21).

The convenience of GPR is that the user only needs to specify the kernel function k,

which implicitly defines the set of basis functions that are used to project the original matrix

of predictors XXX into the more complex higher-dimensional design matrix ZZZ. In contrast,

classical basis regression requires the user to explicitly define what basis functions are

used on each predictor (i.e. one must explicitly define the design matrix ZZZ.). For example:

the “linear” kernel function k(xxxi,xxx j) = σ2
Lxxxixxx

ᵀ
j is equivalent to the standard Bayesian linear

regression model from equation (4.3) ([100] Chapter 2). Therefore, the linear kernel only

uses a single basis function (φ(x) = x) on each column of XXX thus resulting in a finite-

dimensional model. In contrast, the popular “squared-exponential” kernel function uses

an infinite set of basis functions on each column of XXX([101] Chapter 21; [100] Chapter

4). However, the σ2
β ∗ term in equation 4.5 acts as a regularization term to reduce the

effective number of parameters to prevent overfitting (i.e. many of the implied regression

coefficients β ∗ are shrunk towards zero, thus one does not actually estimate an infinite

number of parameters!).

4.2.3 Gaussian Process Variable Selection (GPVS)

Table 4.1 defines the different kernel functions considered in this paper for fitting Gaussian

process regression models with variable selection (“GPVS”).
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Table 4.1: Kernel Functions for Variable Selection

Kernel k(xxxi,xxx j)

aSE σ2
aSE ∑

P
p=1 γpexp

{
(xip− x jp)

2}
SE σ2

SEexp
{

∑
P
p=1 γp(xip− x jp)

2}
Linear σ2

L ∑
P
p=1 γpxipx jp

aSE+SE+L σ2
aSEkaSE(xxxi,xxx j)+σ2

SEkSE(xxxi,xxx j)+σ2
LkL(xxxi,xxx j)

The various kernels in Table 4.1 will now be described. The “additive squared ex-

ponential” (aSE) kernel can be considered a type of “generalized additive model” that

nonparametrically models the additive functional relationship of each predictor. Specifi-

cally, for subjects i = 1, ...,N and predictors p = 1, ..,P, the aSE kernel assumes E(yi|xxxi) =

f1(xi1) + f2(xi2) + ...+ fp(xip) for unknown functions f1, ... fp [124]. In contrast, the

“squared exponential” (SE) kernel assumes a non-additive functional relationship between

all predictors (i.e. E(yi|xxxi) = f (xi1,xi2, ...,xip)
)

that implicitly models all possible pairwise

and higher order interaction terms [125]. Although the squared exponential kernel is one

of the most popular kernels [100], implicitly modeling all possible interaction terms of

the active predictors (γp = 1) may result in lower power due to over-parameterization (es-

pecially when there is little to no interaction among the active predictors). The “Linear”

kernel assumes a linear additive functional relationship for each predictor (i.e. E(yi|xxxi) =

xi1β1+xi2β2+ ...+xipβp for unknown coefficients β1, ...,βp) and is analogous to Bayesian

linear regression [100].

The aSE+SE+L kernel sums the aforementioned kernels. It is known that the sum

or product of valid kernel functions creates a new valid kernel function [100, 102, 101].

Notice that each kernel in the sum has its own variance parameter (e.g. σ2
aSE ,σ

2
SE ,σ

2
L )

which controls the amount of process variance due to additive non-linear, non-additive,

and additive linear effects respectively. These variance parameters can be thought of as

“regularization” parameters that control the effective degrees of freedom used by each type

of kernel function. For example, as σ2
aSE → 0, the effective degrees of freedom used on ad-
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ditive non-linear effects is shrunk towards 0. Thus these variance parameters are important

for performing regularization/penalization to prevent overfitting. The proposed aSE+SE+L

kernel is “adaptive” in the sense that it can adapt to the unknown linear, non-linear, addi-

tive, and non-additive effects present in the data, and thus may be more robust to detecting

associated predictors that have complex unknown functional forms. For example, if one

fits a Gaussian process model using only the linear kernel, then one may lose power to

detect predictors with non-linear or non-additive effects. In contrast, the aSE+SE+L ker-

nel adapts to the type of effects present in the data, with the estimated σ2
aSE ,σ

2
SE , and σ2

L

variance parameters determining the effective degrees of freedom used on additive nonlin-

ear, non-additive (i.e. interaction), or additive linear effects respectively. Therefore, this

adaptive kernel may be useful in practice where the functional relationship between a given

predictor and the outcome is often unknown.

Similar to linearSSVS, sampling from the γp indicator variables (in Table 4.1) allows

us to estimate the posterior probability of association for the pth predictor. However, here

the γp’s are defined slightly differently:

γp =

 1 if pth predictor explains >0% of the variance in yyy

0 if pth predictor explains 0% of the variance in yyy

MCMC Sampling from the Posterior Distribution

We wish to sample from the posterior distribution of the error variance σ2
e , the predic-

tor indicator variables {γp}P
p=1, and any kernel function variance parameters “σ2

k ” (e.g.

σ2
k = σ2

aSE ,σ
2
SE , or σ2

L ). When sampling from the posterior distribution of unknown model

parameters, it is common within the Gaussian process regression literature to use the

marginal likelihood that integrates out the unknown random effects hhh [100, 105, 101, 103]:

yyy∼MV N(000, HHH + σ
2
e III) (4.6)
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The following priors are assigned to the unknown model parameters:

σ
2
k ,σ

2
e ∼Uni f orm(0,C)

{γp}P
p=1

iid∼ Bernoulli(π)

π ∼ Beta(a,b)

Here C is some constant larger than the sample variance of yyy. Recall that similar to [103],

we standardized the outcome yyy to have a sample variance of one, thus the error variance

σ2
e and process variance parameters (σ2

k = σ2
aSE ,σ

2
SE , or σ2

L ) should at most equal one,

hence we set C = 1. We found that such standardization helps with the identifiability of

the different variance parameters, improves mixing speed, and greatly simplifies tuning the

Metropolis step acceptance rates. We also considered C = 200 which gave similar results

to C = 1 except much slower MCMC mixing (results not shown). Refer to Section 4.2.1

for an explanation of the parameter π (the prior expected proportion of predictors that are

associated with the outcome).

A Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs MCMC sampling algorithm is used to sample

from the posteriors of σ2
k ,σ

2
e ,{γp}P

p=1, and π . In particular, Metropolis-Hasting steps

are used to sample from the full conditional distributions of σ2
k ,σ

2
e , while we sample di-

rectly from the full conditionals of {γp}P
p=1, and π . Here are the unnormalized log full-

conditional distributions used in the Metropolis-Hasting steps:

log(σ2
k |else) ∝ logMV N(yyy

∣∣000, HHH(γγγ,σ2
k )+σ

2
e III) (4.7)

log(σ2
e |else) ∝ logMV N(yyy

∣∣000, HHH(γγγ,σ2
k )+σ

2
e III)

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm used to sample from the full conditional distribu-

tion of a given variance parameter θ (e.g. θ = σ2
k or σ2

e ) will now be described. Let θt

represent the current tth MCMC iteration value of θ . We use a N(0,C)(θt ,σ
2
θ
) proposal
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distribution, i.e. a normal distribution truncated to (0,C), centered at the current iteration

value θt , with proposal variance “σ2
θ

.” Then the (t +1)th iteration of θ can be obtained as

follows:

1. Draw new proposal value θ ∗ ∼ N(0,C)(θt ,σ
2
θ
)

2. Calculate the acceptance ratio (r):

r =
q(θ ∗)
q(θt)

N(0,C)(θt
∣∣θ ∗,σ2

θ
)

N(0,C)(θ
∗
∣∣θt ,σ2

θ
)

= exp
{

log
[
q(θ ∗)N(0,C)(θt

∣∣θ ∗,σ2
θ )
]
− log

[
q(θt)N(0,C)(θ

∗∣∣θt ,σ
2
θ )
]}

where q() is the unnormalized full conditional for θ

3. Update θ :

• if r ≥ 1 then set θt+1 = θ ∗

• if r < 1 then set θt+1 = θ ∗ with probability r, or θt+1 = θt with probability 1−r

We tune the proposal variance σ2
θ

to achieve an acceptance rate of≈ 0.44 as recommended

by [126] for Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithms. The remaining parameters are sampled

directly from their closed form full conditional distributions:

pr(γ j = 1|else) =
πMV N

(
yyy|000,HHH(γγγ− j,γ j = 1,σ2

k )
)

πMV N
(
yyy|000,HHH(γγγ− j,γ j = 1,σ2

k )
)
+(1−π)MV N

(
yyy|000,HHH(γγγ− j,γ j = 0,σ2

k )
)

(4.8)

pr(π|else) = Beta(a+
P

∑
p=1

γp, b+P−
P

∑
p=1

γp)
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A modified “rank-based updating algorithm” from [82] is used to reduce the computa-

tional cost of updating the {γ j}P
j=1 indicator variables. In particular, univariate 2nd-degree

polynomial regression Bayes Factors are used to rank all predictors in descending strength

of marginal association (the Bayes Factor for testing the full model vs. the intercept-only

model were obtaining from the BayesFactor R package [127]). Then a mixture distribution

is used to randomly select a single predictor to update such that 30% weight is given to

a uniform distribution that treats all predictors equally, and 70% weight is given to a geo-

metric distribution that makes it more likely predictors with stronger marginal associations

will be updated. In particular, let Qt , be a distribution on the indices of the P predictors

ranked by decreasing marginal association: {1, ...,P}. Here we choose Qt to be a mixture

Qt = 0.3Ut +O.7Gt , where Ut is a discrete uniform distribution on {1, ...,P} and Gt is a

geometric distribution truncated to {1, ...,P}. Guan and Stephens [82] define the geometric

distribution to have a mean of 2000, however, a reasonable mean value is context specific,

and we recommend plotting a histogram of several thousand samples from the mixture dis-

tribution first to make sure that all predictors have a reasonable opportunity to be selected

for updating. The distr R package [128] can be used to randomly sample from the mixture

distribution and plot a histogram to make sure the rank-based proposal distribution gives

reasonable weight to all predictors. At each iteration of the MCMC sampler, we update r

predictors (e.g. r = 20) randomly selected according to the rank-based mixture proposal

distribution. In addition, at each iteration we randomly select 1 predictor that is currently

“active” in the model (i.e. γ = 1 for that predictor) and perform a Gibbs step to consider

dropping the predictor from the model (i.e. setting γ = 0 ). This step is helpful in preventing

null predictor from getting “stuck” in the model.

A major problem with the full GPVS model is that the joint marginal likelihood (4.6),

and full conditional distributions (4.7, 4.8) require computing the determinant and inverse

of an N×N matrix. In general, these matrix computations will be required at each iteration

of the MCMC sampler, which is computationally infeasible when N is large. Hence in
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Section 4.2.4 we propose a nearest neighbors Gaussian process variable selection model

(“NNGPVS”) to overcome this problem.

4.2.4 Nearest Neighbors Gaussian Process Variable Selection for Large

N (NNGPVS)

When N is large, the standard GPVS model is no longer feasible because it involves the

inverse and determinant of a large N×N matrix. Thus approximation methods must be

used when N is large, see Chapter 8 of [100] for a review. In the existing GPVS literature,

Savitsky et al [104] proposed a “low-rank” projection based method to address the large

N problem. However, empirical studies have demonstrated the poor performance of such

low-rank based methods [107, 108]. Recently, [107] proposed a promising "nearest neigh-

bors" type method that can be used to approximate the full GPVS matrix without having

to calculate the determinant or inverse of a large N×N matrix. We propose a modified

version of the nearest neighbors Gaussian process model (“NNGPVS”) that can be used to

perform variable selection in high-dimensional association studies.

The joint density of yyy = (y1, ...,yN) can be defined as:

p(yyy) = p(y1)p(y2|y1)...p(yN |y1,y2, ...,yN−1) (4.9)

The NNGPVS replaces the "larger conditioning sets on the right-hand side of (4.9) with

smaller, carefully chosen, conditioning sets of size at most m, where m << N" [107]:

p̃(yyy) =
N

∏
i=1

p(yi|yyyn(yi)) (4.10)

where n(yi) denotes the “conditioning set” used to approximate p(yi|y1,y2, ...,yi−1), where

the set n(yi) has at most m << N members. Let Nyyy = {n(yi) : i = 1, ...,N} be the collection

of all possible conditioning sets of yyy. Then you can view the pair {yyy,Nyyy} as a “directed
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graph.” Datta et al [107] proved that as long as {yyy,Nyyy} is a “directed acyclic graph”,

then (4.10) is a proper joint probability density function. According to [107], choosing

n(yi) only from a subset of {y1, ...yi−1} ensures an acyclic directed graph and thus a valid

probability density in (4.10). For example, [129, 130] specified n(yi) to be the m-nearest

neighbors of yi among y1, ...,yi−1 with respect to Euclidean distance. Datta et al [107] found

Vecchia’s [129] choice of m-nearest neighbors to “perform extremely well for a wide range

of simulation experiments.”

Recall from equation (4.6) that the marginal likelihood for the full GPVS is: yyy ∼

MV N(000,HHH+σ2
e III), such that Hi j = k(xxxi,xxx j) for a user-specified kernel function k. Let HHHn(yi)

be the m×m covariance matrix of yyyn(yi), and let HHHyi,n(yi) be the 1×m cross covariance

matrix between yi and yyyn(yi). Then equation (4.10) simplifies to:

p̃(yyy) =
N

∏
i=1

Normal(yi
∣∣BBByiyyyn(yi), FFFyi) (4.11)

where BBByi = HHHyi,n(yi)HHH
−1
n(yi)

, and FFFyi = k(xi,xi)−HHHyi,n(yi)HHH
−1
n(yi)

HHHᵀyi,n(yi)
. Equation (4.11) is

known as the “m-nearest neighbor approximation to the full Gaussian process joint marginal

likelihood”; and it should be emphasized that Datta et al [107] proved that (4.11) defines

a valid joint probability density function. Importantly, the NNGPVS only has to compute

the inverse and determinant of matrices that are at most size m×m (m << N). In contrast,

the original GPVS model generally must compute the inverse and determinant of an N×N

matrix at each iteration of the MCMC sampler, which is computationally infeasible when

N is large.

To complete the specification of the NNGPVS model, simply multiply equation (4.11)

by the prior distribution of all remaining parameters
(
e.g. σ2

e ,σ
2
k ,{γp}P

p=1
)

. Then the

MCMC algorithm from Section 4.2.3 can be used to sample from the posterior distribution

of all parameters, with the only modification being that now we use equation (4.11) instead

of (4.6) for the likelihood function.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Comparison of Different Variable Selection Kernels

In Section 4.3.1-Section 4.3.1, we compare GPVS with the four different kernel functions

from Table 4.1, and a fast approximate version of linearSSVS using variational approx-

imation via the varbvs R package [86] (hereby referred to as “AlinearSSVS”, where the

“A” stands for approximate). Finally, we also consider an empirical Bayes hierarchical

linear model method (“eBayes”) [89] using the eBayes() function from the limma R pack-

age [131]. The eBayes method constructs a “moderated” t-statistic for each individual

predictor where the individual standard errors are all shrunk towards a “common stan-

dard error” estimated from all predictors. By borrowing information from all predictors,

eBayes has been shown to reduce false-positives in RNA-seq association studies, com-

pared to methods that test each predictor “one-at-a-time” while ignoring all other predictors

[88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. eBayes is also commonly used in DNA methylation association

studies [132, 133, 112, 134].

We first focus on smaller simulation settings (N = 150,P = 30) such that all GPVS

models can easily be compared and fit with the automatic MCMC software jags [135].

Later in Section 4.3.2, Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4 we consider larger datasets using

NNGPVS models coded using the Rcpp R package [136].

Scenario 1: Non-linear additive effects

We simulate 80 datasets, each with N = 150 subjects and P = 30 predictors simulated

from the following standard normal distribution: xxxp
iid∼ N(0,1), p = 1, ..,30. The phenotype

yyy = (y1, ...,yN)
ᵀ was simulated as a non-linear additive function of 4 causal predictors:

yi =
[ 4

∑
p=1

(x3
ip−2x2

ip−5xip)/4
]
+ εi, εi

iid∼ N(0,σ = 2)
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where σ = 2 was chosen so that the true model explains ≈ 50% of the variance in yyy (av-

eraged across all 80 datasets). Figure 4.1 shows the non-linear functional form between yyy

and a single causal predictor:

Figure 4.1: Functional form of a single causal predictor

Table 4.2 reports the true-positive-rate (TPR) and false-discovery-rate (FDR) of each

model, averaged across all 80 datasets. Notice that GPVS with the additive-nonlinear ker-

nel (“aSE”) is the most powerful method, followed by GPVS with the adaptive aSE+SE+L

kernel. Although there are only non-linear additive causal effects, the aSE+SE+L ker-

nel adapts to the data by shrinking the effective degrees of freedom used on non-additive

(SE) and linear (L) effects towards zero, while increasing the degrees of freedom used on

additive non-linear effects (aSE). The SE kernel models additive non-linear effects and all

possible higher-order interaction terms [125], and thus may be over-parameterized when no

interaction is present, hence the lower TPR. The additive-linear models (eBayes, GPVS-

Linear, AlinearSSVS) are all under-powered for detecting the true non-linear causal effects.
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Table 4.2: Non-linear Additive Effects Simulation Results: true positive rate (TPR) and
false-discovery-rate (FDR) averaged across all 80 simulated datasets

Model TPR FDR
GPVS-aSE 0.93 0.03
GPVS-aSE+SE+L 0.64 0.01
GPVS-SE 0.37 0.01
eBayes 0.28 0.06
GPVS-Linear 0.17 0.01
AlinearSSVS 0.11 0.00

Scenario 2: Linear additive effects

Eighty datasets were simulated, each with N = 150 subjects and P = 30 predictors sim-

ulated from the following standard normal distribution: xxxp
iid∼ N(0,1), p = 1, ..,30. The

phenotype yyy was simulated as an additive linear function of 5 causal predictors:

yi =
( 5

∑
p=1

xipβ
)
+ εi, εi

iid∼ N(0,σ = 1)

where β = 0.45 and σ = 1 was chosen so that the true model explains ≈ 50% of the

variance in yyy (averaged across all 80 datasets).

Notice from Table 4.3 that the linear models (GPVS-Linear, AlinearSSVS, eBayes) and

the adaptive GPVS-aSE+SE+L model all have high power to detect additive linear effects.

Again, although there are only additive linear causal effects, the aSE+SE+L kernel adapts

to the data by shrinking the degrees of freedom used on non-additive (SE) and additive non-

linear (aSE) effects, while increasing the degrees of freedom used on linear (L) effects.

Notice that the GPVS-aSE model still has reasonable power for detecting linear effects.

However, the GPVS-SE model is very underpowered in this setting.
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Table 4.3: Linear Additive Effects Simulation Results: true positive rate (TPR) and false-
discovery-rate (FDR) averaged across all 80 simulated datasets

Model TPR FDR
GPVS-Linear 0.99 0.03
GPVS-aSE+SE+L 0.99 0.03
AlinearSSVS 0.97 0.01
eBayes 0.91 0.04
GPVS-aSE 0.81 0.02
GPVS-SE 0.21 0.00

Scenario 3: Both Linear and Non-linear additive Effects

Eighty datasets were simulated, each with N = 200 subjects and P = 30 predictors sim-

ulated from the following standard normal distribution: xxxp
iid∼ N(0,1), p = 1, ..,30. The

phenotype yyy = (y1, ...,yN)
ᵀ was simulated to have 5 predictors with non-linear additive

effects, and a different set of 5 predictors with linear additive effects:

yi =
[ 5

∑
p=1

(x3
ip−2x2

ip−5xip)/4
]
+
( 10

∑
p=6

xipβ
)
+ εi, εi

iid∼ N(0,σ = 3.5)

where β = 1.1 and σ = 3.5 were chosen such that each of the 10 causal predictors explains

≈ 5% of the variance in yyy for a total R2 ≈ 50% (averaged across all 80 simulated datasets).

Notice from Table 4.4 that the GPVS-aSE+SE+L model has the highest power. This is

because the aSE+SE+L kernel adapts to the type of effects present in the data by increas-

ing the degrees of freedom used on additive linear (L) and non-linear effects (aSE) while

decreasing the degrees of freedom used on non-additive effects (SE). The linear models

(eBayes, GPVS-Linear, AlinearSSVS) have high power to detect the 5 linear causal effects

but low power to detect the 5 non-linear causal effects, hence they have an overall TPR of

around 50%. The opposite is true for GPVS-aSE. Only the adaptive GPVS-aSE+SE+L has

high power to detect both sets of linear and non-linear causal effects.
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Table 4.4: Five Linear and Five non-linear Additive Effects Simulation Results: true posi-
tive rate (TPR) and false-discovery-rate (FDR) averaged across all 80 simulated datasets

Model TPR FDR
GPVS-aSE+SE+L 0.70 0.05
GPVS-aSE 0.51 0.03
eBayes 0.43 0.05
GPVS-Linear 0.38 0.02
AlinearSSVS 0.26 0.01
GPVS-SE 0.09 0.01

Although not investigated in this paper, the SE kernel may have higher power to detect

complex non-additive effects (e.g. interaction), as demonstrated in [137, 105].

4.3.2 Investigate performance of NNGPVS Approximation

Recall that Gaussian process regression models generally need to compute the inverse and

determinant of an N×N matrix (HHH+σ2
e III), and that approximation methods must be used

when N is large ([100] Chapter 8). Although the majority of RNA-seq and DNA methy-

lation studies typically have small sample sizes (e.g. N < 100), the technology continues

to become more efficient and inexpensive, thus we foresee studies with larger sample sizes

becoming more common in the future.

We now investigate the performance of the proposed nearest neighbor Gaussian process

variable selection model (“NNGPVS”) which avoids the need to compute the inverse or

determinant of a large N×N matrix. Eighty datasets were simulated, each with N = 800

subjects and P = 5000 predictors simulated from the standard normal distribution. Ten

predictors were chosen to have the same non-linear causal functional relationship from

Section 4.3.1, with the residual error standard deviation σ = 3.5 such that each of the

ten causal predictors explains ≈ 5% of the variance in yyy for a total R2 ≈ 50% (averaged

across all 80 simulated datasets). A range of “nearest neighbors” (m=50, 100, or 200) were

considered for the NNGPVS model.
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Notice from Table 4.5 that as the number of nearest neighbors m increases, the power

of the NNGPVS model also increases. Thus if one uses the NNGPVS model in practice,

one should choose m to be as large as possible given one’s computational resources. Again,

the linear models (eBayes, AlinearSSVS) have low power to detect the non-linear effects

in this setting.

Table 4.5: Nearest Neighbor Gaussian Process (NNGPVS) Simulation Results Averaged
Over 80 datasets each with N = 800 subjects and P = 5000 predictors; “m” stands for the
number of nearest neighbors used in the NNGPVS approximation; true positive rate (TPR)
and false-discovery-rate (FDR) were averaged across all 80 simulated datasets

Model TPR FDR
NNGPVS-aSE-m200 0.90 0.01
NNGPVS-aSE-m100 0.69 0.01
NNGPVS-aSE-m50 0.31 0.01
eBayes 0.14 0.05
AlinearSSVS 0.04 0.01

4.3.3 Testing Groups of Genes or “Pathways”

In RNA-seq or DNA-methylation studies, often one is interested in testing biologically

meaningful groups or sets of markers, typically referred to as pathways, gene-sets, or sim-

ply “regions.” Most models for testing a given pathway can generally be grouped into two

categories [10]: 1) “self-contained” methods that test the null hypothesis that all markers

within a pathway have no association with the outcome; and 2) “competitive” or “enrich-

ment” methods which test the null hypothesis that all markers within a given pathway are

“no more associated with the outcome” compared to all markers outside of the pathway.

Competitive tests are generally less powerful than self-contained tests [10]. Moreover,

Competitive/enrichment type methods can be potentially biased in DNA-methylation asso-

ciation studies, due to heterogeneity of the number of markers mapped to each gene and

pathway [138], but the same bias has not been demonstrated for self-contained pathway
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testing methods. Our simulation results show that hierarchical Bayesian models (that bor-

row information across all pathways when testing individual pathways) appear robust to

the scenario of pathway-size heterogeneity (i.e. the number of predictors mapped to each

pathway differs). Thus we choose to focus only on self-contained type pathway tests.

Forty datasets were simulated, each with N = 500 subjects, 5 causal pathways, and

20 null pathways. The 5 causal pathways contain 5, 10, 20, 50, and 60 markers respec-

tively. The 20 null pathways each contain a varying number of markers (simulated from

a Uniform(3,50) distribution, rounded to the nearest integer). Overall, the 25 pathways

contain a total of P = 576 markers. The 5 causal pathways each contain 2 causal markers

with effects simulated from the non-linear function in Section 4.3.1 with the residual error

standard deviation σ = 3.5 chosen such that R2 ≈ 50% for the true model.

The NNGPVS model jointly models all markers and pathways. To approximate the pos-

terior probability of association (PPA) for a given pathway, simply calculate the proportion

of MCMC iterations where all markers in the pathway have at least 1 nonzero coefficient,

as done in [82].

All NNGPVS models are compared to the popular eBayes method [89], that was ex-

tended to handle pathway testing in [91], which we hereby refer to as “eBayes-path.” The

eBayes-path method combines all test-statistics within a pathway to form a single test-

statistic to represent the entire pathway. In particular, we use the “mean-squared” test

statistic, which sums the squared t-statistics within a pathway. Wu et al [91] demonstrated

that taking the mean of the squared t-statistics of each marker within a pathway is more

robust compared to taking the mean of original t-statistics when there may be many null

markers within the pathway. Simulation methods are used to calculate the p-values for

each pathway, and the Benjamini-Hochberg method is used to control the FDR at level

0.05. The eBayes method is implemented via the mroast() function within the limma R

package [131].

Notice from Table 4.6 that the NNGPVS-aSE-m200 maintains conservative FDR con-
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trol but still high power to detect the 5 causal pathways. In contrast, eBayes-path only

models linear effects, and thus has low power to detect the non-linear pathway effects. Im-

portantly, the fact that all pathways contain a different number of markers does not appear

to inflate the FDR for either method.

Table 4.6: Pathway Analysis Results Averaged Across 40 Simulated Datasets; TPR= aver-
age proportion of causal pathways detected; FDR= average false-discovery rate

Model TPR FDR
NNGPVS-aSE-m200 0.82 0.01
eBayes-path 0.07 0.01

4.3.4 Real Data Analysis

Prostate Specific Antigen RNA-Seq Candidate Gene Study

Preprocessed RNA-Seq gene expression data on 78 prostate cancer samples was down-

loaded using dataset ID “E-GEOD-26367” on the ArrayExpress public gene expression

database [139]. Each marker is standardized to have a sample mean of zero and sample

variance of one. The outcome of interest is the standardized log-transformed prostate spe-

cific antigen (“slogPSA”) continuous measure, which is a known biomarker of prostate

cancer. See Supplementary Material Figure B.1 for a histogram of the outcome. A list of

candidate genes was compiled from two commercial prostate cancer gene-expression tests

(Oncotype [140] and Prolaris[141]), as well as one prostate cancer gene expression review

paper (see Figure 4 of [142]). Only ten of the genes from this candidate list were present in

the dataset: COL1A1, RPL4, FGFR3, CENPF, GSN, SLC25A3, RAD51, FOXM1, FLNC,

and PSMC1. The purpose of conducting this “candidate gene analysis” is to create a low-

dimensional dataset that we can quickly and easily compare multiple Bayesian variable

selection models on. We want to determine which of these candidate genes are associated

with slogPSA while controlling the FDR at level 0.05.
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The following models were compared: GPVS with the four different kernel functions

from Table 4.1; AlinearSSVS (linear regression with spike and slab priors and variational

approximation, implemented in the varbvs R package [86]); linearSSVS (linear regres-

sion with spike and slab priors and MCMC approximation, implemented in the rjags R

package[143]) and eBayes (hierarchical empirical Bayesian moderated t-statistics[89], im-

plemented in the limma R package [131]). Given the small-nature of the dataset, all GPVS

models were fit with the rjags R package [143] using 2 parallel chains with random starting

values. The first 1000 iterations were used for an adaption phase (where Metropolis step ac-

ceptance rates were tuned), the next 5000 iterations for burn-in, and a final 2000 iterations

for inference. The Gelman-Rubin statistic “R̂” [144] was used to monitor all variance pa-

rameters (e.g. σ2
e ,σ

2
aSE ,σ

2
SE ,σ

2
L),the proportion of associated predictors (π), and the model

deviance (-2 times the full log-likelihood), where R̂ < 1.1 was taken to indicate satisfactory

convergence. We also required the multivariate Brooks-Gelman convergence statistic [145]

to be less than 1.1 as well. In all cases, the convergence statistics were less than 1.05, thus

indicating satisfactory convergence.

Notice from Table 4.7, all additive linear models (GPVS-Linear, linearSSVS, and Alin-

earSSVS) did not detect any significant genes. Note that eBayes also did not detect any

significant genes but was not included in the table because it calculates FDR-adjusted p-

values and not posterior probabilities of association. Only the models that permit non-linear

effects (GPVS-aSE, GPVS-SE, GPVS-aSE+SE+L) detected gene “GSN” as being signifi-

cantly associated with the outcome. Figure 4.2 shows the estimated functional relationship

for gene GSN, which clearly has non-linear effects (note that estimates near the far left and

right boundaries will be less accurate due to less observations).

Finally, the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) [146] was used to give a rough rela-

tive comparison of the predictive performance of each model (smaller DIC indicating better

predictive performance). The formula used for calculating DIC was: DIC = D̄+ pD where

D̄ is the model deviance averaged across all MCMC parameter draws and pD is the esti-
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mated effective degrees of freedom. We used the estimator p̂D = 0.5 ˆVar(D) from [101],

where ˆVar(D) is the sample variance of the MCMC model deviance. Notice that GPVS-

aSE has the lowest DIC, presumably due to capturing the non-linear effect of GSN while

using fewer degrees of freedom compared to the more complex GPVS-SE and GPVS-

aSE+SE+L models. Overall, this real data example demonstrates that the GPVS-aSE,

GPVS-SE, and adaptive GPVS-aSE+SE+L models are capable of detecting complex non-

linear associations that more conventional linear models might fail to detect.

Table 4.7: Comparison of Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) and gene posterior prob-
abilities of association between all models

Model DIC COL1A1 RPL4 FGFR3 CENPF GSN SLC25A3 RAD51 FOXM1 FLNC PSMC1
GPVS-aSE 218.1 0.07 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.95aaa 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.21 0.33
GPVS-SE 225.1 0.12 0.21 0.28 0.14 0.97aaa 0.69 0.14 0.13 0.24 0.17
GPVS-aSE+SE+L 223.0 0.23 0.35 0.30 0.22 0.95aaa 0.55 0.24 0.18 0.38 0.41
GPVS-Linear 220.0 0.46 0.54 0.41 0.34 0.77 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.57 0.62
linearSSVS 220.4 0.60 0.64 0.55 0.48 0.81 0.50 0.51 0.49 0.66 0.72
AlinearSSVS N/A 0.05 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.40 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.17

aaa: significant when controlling the FDR at level 0.05

Figure 4.2: GPVS-aSE Estimated Functional Form for Gene GSN

-This plot was constructed using method (d) from Section 4 of [147] for plotting Gaussian process regression effects
-The dashed lines represent 95% pointwise credible interval bands
- The hollow circles near the x-axis represent a single sample. Note that estimates near the far left and right of the plot will be less
accurate due to less observations having GSN values in those areas.
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Human Kidney DNA Methylation Pathway Analysis with Age

DNA methylation studies often are interested in tested for differentially-methylated “re-

gions” or “pathways” (i.e. sets of DNA-methylation markers that are grouped together

in a biologically meaningful way) [148, 149, 111, 114]. Here DNA methylation data on

N = 82 human kidney samples from different ages were downloaded using dataset ID num-

ber “GSE49907” from the NCBI GEO public database [150]. The sva R package [151] was

used to estimate “surrogate variables” that represent potential unwanted confounding vari-

ation (e.g. batch effects) among the 82 kidney samples. The effects of these estimated

surrogate variables were then regressed out of the “age” outcome, with the standardized

residuals acting as the new outcome of interest, as suggested in [111]. See Supplementary

Figure B.2 for histograms of both the unadjusted and adjusted age outcome. A total of

4120 DNA methylation markers were mapped to 278 KEGG pathways [152]. The goal of

this analysis is to determine which of the 278 pathways are differentially methylated with

respect to human age, while controlling the false-discovery-rate at level 0.05.

The GPVS models were fit using code written in the Rcpp R package [136]. For each

GPVS model, four parallel chains were run with random starting values, and the Gelman-

Rubin statistic “R̂” was used to monitor all variance components (e.g. σ2
aSE ,σ

2
SE ,σ

2
L ,σ

2
e ),

the proportion of associated predictors (π), and the model deviance for convergence, where

R̂ < 1.1 was taken to indicate satisfactory convergence. We also required the multivariate

Brooks-Gelman convergence statistic [145] to be less than 1.1 as well. All chains were

run for 20,000 iterations with the first 10,000 discarded as “burn-in”, and the remaining

iterations were thinned to keep only every 3rd sample. In order to efficiently traverse the

model-space, the rank-based updating algorithm of [82] (described here in Section 4.2.3)

was used to update r = 20 predictors at each iteration. All models produced individual

Gelman-Rubin convergence statistics (as well as the multivariate Brooks-Gelman statistic)

less than 1.05, thus indicating satisfactory convergence. Lastly, the GPVS models were
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compared to “eBayes-path” which was described in Section 4.3.3.

Notice from Table 4.8 that all GPVS models detect the “cAMP signaling pathway” as

having significantly differentiated methylated levels across age. There is previous evidence

that the cAMP signaling pathway is associated with kidney function [153, 154], and al-

though this pathway was detected by all GPVS models, it was missed by the eBayes-path

approach.

Table 4.8: Kidney DNA Methylation Pathway Analysis with Age: Comparison of Signifi-
cant Pathways for each model while controlling the FDR at level 0.05

Model Significant Pathways PPA
GPVS-ASE cAMP signaling pathway 0.95
GPVS-SE cAMP signaling pathway 0.98
GPVS-Linear cAMP signaling pathway 0.99
GPVS-ASE+SE+L cAMP signaling pathway 0.97
eBayes-path None

The GPVS models report posterior probabilities of association (PPA) whereas eBayes-path
uses Benjamini-Hochberg FDR adjusted p-values

4.4 Discussion

Bayesian linear regression using spike-and-slab priors (“linearSSVS”) is a popular variable

selection method for determining which predictors are associated with an outcome of in-

terest [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. However, linearSSVS assumes each predictor

has a simple additive linear relationships with the outcome, and thus may lose power to

detect predictors with more complex association structures (e.g. non-linear or non-additive

effects). Thus we were motivated to develop a nonparametric Bayesian variable selection

model based on Gaussian process regression (“GPVS”).

In Section 4.3.1, we compared three different kernel functions used by GPVS mod-

els: the additive squared exponential kernel (aSE) that models additive non-linear effects
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and can be considered a type of “generalized additive model” (GAM) [124]; the squared

exponential kernel (SE) that models non-linear main effects and all possible orders of inter-

action effects [125]; and the linear kernel, which is equivalent to standard Bayesian linear

regression [100]. In addition, we proposed a novel kernel (aSE+SE+L) that sums the three

previous kernels and gives each kernel function its own regularization term, thus the model

“adapts” to the type of effects present in the data. In Section 4.3.1-Section 4.3.1 we demon-

strated that the three individual kernels (aSE, SE, or Linear) have high or low power de-

pending upon the type of association structures present in the data. In contrast, the adaptive

aSE+SE+L kernel had competitive power in all simulation settings, and thus may be useful

in practice where one often does not know what type of association structures are present

in the data apriori. For example, the real data application of Section 4.3.4 demonstrated a

scenario where additive linear models failed to detect any significant genes, whereas non-

linear models (GPVS-aSE, GPVS-SE) and the adaptive GPVS-aSE+SE+L model detected

the “GSN” gene as having significant non-linear effects.

In general, GPVS models require calculating the inverse and determinant of an N×N

matrix at each iteration of the MCMC sampler, and thus will no longer be computationally

feasible when N is large. Although RNA-seq and DNA methylation studies typically have

small sample sizes, the technology continues to become more efficient, thus studies with

larger sample sizes will likely become more common in the future. Therefore, we extended

the “nearest neighbor” approximation method of [107] to fit GPVS models when N is large

(we call this the “NNGPVS” model). Unlike alternative “low-rank” approximation meth-

ods [100], the NNGPVS is a full probabilistic model that defines a valid joint probability

density function and produces a “non-degenerate” process [107] which is a key requirement

in establishing theoretical consistency results for Gaussian processes (see Ch. 7 of [100]).

In Section 4.3.2 we demonstrated that the NNGPVS model can have high power in high-

dimensional settings, but that the choice of nearest neighbors m has a strong impact on the

resulting power. Thus in practice, one should choose m to be as large as computationally
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feasible.

In addition to testing individual predictors, one is often interested in testing for an

association between a group of predictors and the outcome (which is often referred to as

“pathway” or “gene-set” analysis in the genomics literature). Simulations in Section 4.3.3

demonstrated that (NN)GPVS can be used for pathway testing, and may be more powerful

to detect non-linear pathway effects compared to the more conventional linear empirical

Bayes method [91]. Importantly, both methods considered maintained conservative FDR

control despite the fact that each pathway contained a different number of markers, which

has been shown to cause bias in other types of pathway tests [138]. The real data application

in Section 4.3.4 demonstrated a scenario where all GPVS models detected the “cAMP

signaling pathway” as being differentially methylated with “age” in human kidney samples.

Importantly, this pathway is known to be associated with kidney function [153, 154], yet a

more conventional empirical Bayes pathway testing method (“eBayes-path” [91]) failed to

detect the pathway.

In summary, we demonstrated that GPVS can successfully determine which individual

predictors (or biologically meaningful groups of predictors, i.e “pathways”) are associated

with a continuous outcome of interest, while maintaining (generally conservative) control

of the false-discovery rate level. Several GPVS kernel functions were compared, and a

new kernel function was proposed that adapts to the type of association structure present

in the data (e.g. linear, non-linear, additive, or non-additive effects), and thus can be rec-

ommended when the true association structural forms are unknown. Through simulations

and real data examples, we demonstrated that GPVS can detect complex association struc-

tures that more conventional additive linear models might miss. However, GPVS requires

computing the inverse and determinant of an N×N matrix, which is computationally in-

feasible when N is large. A “nearest neighbor” approximate GPVS model (“NNGPVS”)

was proposed as an attempt to circumvent this issue. Furthermore, a “rank-based” MCMC

proposal method [82] was used to efficiently traverse the model space when the number of
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predictors P is large.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

The Introduction of this dissertation began with a discussion of the “missing heritability”

problem [3, 4] which implies that many genetic markers that contribute to the heritability of

a given disease are still waiting to be discovered. Identification of the exact genetic markers

associated with a disease is important for the development of pharmaceutical drugs that

may target these markers (see [5] for recent examples). Additionally, “missing heritability”

may imply that we are inaccurately estimating heritability in the first place [3, 4, 6], thus

motivating the development of more robust models for estimating heritability.

Therefore, two objectives were proposed in attempt to address the problem of missing

heritability: (1) develop a more robust framework for estimating the heritability of human

traits; and (2) develop powerful association tests in an attempt to find more individual ge-

netic markers (as well as biologically meaningful groups of markers) that are significantly

associated with the trait of interest. How this dissertation addresses these objectives will

now be summarized.

Chapter 2 proposed a robust and unified framework for estimating heritability in twin

studies using second-order generalized estimating equations (GEE2). We proved that two

commonly used methods for estimating heritability, the normal ACE model (“NACE”) and

98
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Falconer’s method could both be fit within this unified GEE2 framework, which addition-

ally provides robust standard errors. Although the traditional Falconer’s method cannot di-

rectly adjust for covariates, the corresponding GEE2 version (“GEE2-Falconer”) can easily

incorporate covariate effects for both mean and variance-level parameters (e.g. let heritabil-

ity vary by sex or age). Given non-normal data, we showed that the GEE2 models attain

significantly better coverage of the true heritability compared to the traditional NACE and

Falconer’s methods. Finally, we demonstrated that Falconer’s method can consistently es-

timate heritability even when the total variance differs between MZ and DZ twins; whereas

the NACE will produce biased estimates in such settings.

In Chapter 3, the application of Lasso penalized regression to genome-wide associa-

tion studies (GWASs) was investigated. GWASs have predominantly been analyzed by

“single marker association” methods that test each genetic marker “one-at-a-time” while

ignoring the influence of all other markers. In contrast, Lasso penalized regression al-

lows one to jointly model the relationship between all markers and the phenotype, and

thus may gain power due to decreased residual variance. However, it is unclear how to

best conduct inference on the individual Lasso coefficients, especially in high-dimensional

settings. Six methods for testing the Lasso regression coefficients were compared: two

permutation (Lasso-Ayers, Lasso-PL) and one analytic approach (Lasso-AL) to select the

penalty parameter for type-1-error control; residual bootstrap (Lasso-RB), modified resid-

ual bootstrap (Lasso-MRB), and a permutation (Lasso-PT). It was demonstrated that for

finite sample sizes with increasing number of null predictors, Lasso-RB, Lasso-MRB, and

Lasso-PT fail to be viable methods of inference. However, Lasso-PL and Lasso-AL remain

fast and powerful tools for conducting inference with the Lasso, even in high-dimensions.

Our results suggest that the proposed permutation selection procedure (Lasso-PL) and the

analytic selection method (Lasso-AL) are fast and powerful alternatives to the standard

univariate analysis in genome-wide association studies.

The work in Chapter 3 (as well as many other popular variable selection methods) is
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limited to assuming a simple additive linear relationship between all predictors and the

outcome. Such linear models may lose power to detect markers with more complex as-

sociation structures, such as non-linear or non-additive effects. This motivated the work

of Chapter 4, which develops flexible nonparametric Bayesian Gaussian process variable

selection models (GPVS) with application to both RNA-seq and DNA methylation asso-

ciation studies. Several commonly used GPVS kernel functions were compared, and a

novel kernel function was proposed that can adaptively capture complex linear, non-linear,

additive, or non-additive effects. Unlike the more commonly used kernel functions, this

new adaptive kernel had competitive statistical power throughout all simulation settings. A

“nearest neighbor” approximate GPVS model (“NNGPVS”) was proposed to circumvent

the need to invert large matrices, which is a common issue in Gaussian process regression

when the sample size is large. We demonstrated that GPVS can control the false-discovery

rate when determining which predictors are associated with the outcome. Additionally,

GPVS can test the null hypothesis that a group of predictors all have no association with

the outcome (often referred to as “gene-set” or “pathway” testing in the genomics litera-

ture). Finally, both simulations and real-data examples demonstrated how GPVS can detect

genetic markers complex association structures that more conventional linear models might

miss.

Lastly, R code for fitting all models proposed in this dissertation will be made available

at https://github.com/arbet003.

5.2 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This section will discuss several limitations of the current dissertation and suggest potential

directions for future research.

For Chapter 2, it is known that the “robust sandwich standard errors” used in general-

ized estimating equations can have poor performance given a small sample size, and “small-

https://github.com/arbet003
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sample corrections” have been proposed [155]. Alternatively, one could use bootstrap-

based standard errors or confidence intervals instead [65].

In Chapter 3, Lasso penalized regression is limited to assuming an additive linear rela-

tionship between all predictors and the outcome, and thus may have less power to detect

predictors with more complex association structures (e.g. non-linear or non-additive ef-

fects). In such settings, nonparametric variable selection methods may be more appropri-

ate. In Chapter 4, a Bayesian Gaussian process variable selection model was proposed as

one potential option. However, more research into other types of nonparametric variable

selection methods may be useful.

The main limitation of Chapter 4 is the computational cost of fitting Gaussian process

variable selection (GPVS) models when the sample size (N) is large. As previously dis-

cussed, GPVS requires computing the determinant and inverse of an N×N matrix at each

iteration of the MCMC sampler, which is not feasible when N is large. A nearest neigh-

bor approximation method [107] was used in attempt to address this issue (“NNGPVS”).

However, our current C++ implementation does not appear to scale well with N as the com-

putational cost becomes high with N greater than a few thousand. Therefore, more work

should be done on optimizing code for fitting GPVS or NNGPVS models. Additionally,

other approximation methods in the large N setting should be considered and compared

with NNGPVS.

Finally, future research into addressing objective (2) (Section 1.2) could include devel-

oping variable selection methods that integrate different types of genetic or epigenetic data

(e.g. SNPs, RNA-Seq, DNA methylation, etc) into a single model may improve power to

detect relevant regions of the genome (or epigenome) that are associated with a disease.

Additionally, such models may facilitate better prediction of overall disease risk.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Materials for Chapter 2

A.1 Approximate Adjusted Standard Errors for GEE2-

Falconer

Note that the estimators for GEE2-Falconer and Falconer’s method are functions of the MZ

and DZ sample correlations (rMZ,rDZ) which estimate the unknown population correla-

tions ρMZ,ρDZ. Using the original untransformed data, GEE2 with working independence

(“GEE2-Ind”) estimates the correlations without using any constraints, that is, it allows

ρMZ,ρDZ ∈ (−1,1). However, after the data transformation of Theorem 1, GEE2-Falconer

constrains ρMZ = h2 + c2 and ρDZ = 0.5h2 + c2 (proved in Section 2.2.3). Thus the corre-

lations are now constrained to be positive, that is, the Newton Raphson algorithm will only

allow: ρMZ,ρDZ ∈ (0,1).

Recall that GEE2-Falconer implicitly uses a likelihood function that belongs to the

quadratic exponential family. From [156], we know that the likelihood ratio test statistic

(TLR) for testing of a single covariance parameter (e.g. ρMZ) is greater than zero, follows a

mixture distribution that puts 0.5 mass at 0 and 0.5 mass at χ2
1 . Thus Var(TLR) =

1/4
Var(χ2

1 )
=

1
2 ; while the variance of the unconstrained likelihood ratio test statistic is Var(χ2

1 ) = 2.

Thus the variance of ĥ2
GEE2-Falconer (using the transformed data) is approximately 1/2

2 = 1
4

times the variance of ĥ2
GEE2-Ind (using the untransformed data).
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Therefore, ˆVar
(
ĥ2

GEE2-Falconer, ĉ2
GEE2-Falconer

)
≈ 1

4
ˆVar
(
ĥ2

GEE2-Ind, ĉ2
GEE2-Ind

)
. All results

from our simulations indicate that this approximation performs reasonably well.

Alternatively, one may fit the GEE2-Falconer model using the geepack R package [157]

without having to standardize the data. This approach jointly estimates ρ̂MZ, ρ̂DZ and pro-

vides robust standard errors. These estimates are then plugged into equation (2.4) to obtain

estimates of h2,c2, and the delta method is used to calculate standard errors. Note that

unlike the original implementation of GEE2 [33], geepack uses three separate estimating

equations for mean, variance, and correlation parameters respectively [158]. However,

this approach is still considered “GEE2” in the sense that only the first two moments are

required to be correctly specified, while all higher order moments are allowed to be mis-

specified.

R code for fitting the GEE2-Falconer model using geepack or the GEE2 framework pre-

sented in this paper can be found at https://github.com/arbet003. The GEE2-

Falconer model fit using geepack achieved the correct coverage rates in all simulations

performed (results not shown).

https://github.com/arbet003
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A.2 Demonstration of NACE Bias when MZ,DZ popula-

tion variances differ

Figure A.1: Figure for the Simulation of Section 2.3.3: shows point estimates across 300
datasets in scenario where the NACE is biased while Falconer’s method remains unbiased
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A.4 Longitudinal Alcohol Phenotype Additional Results

Figure A.2: Histograms of the Longitudinal Alcohol Use Phenotype from Section 2.3.5,
measured for each twin at ages 17, 20, 24, and 29

Table A.1: Longitudinal Alcohol Use Trait: h2,c2,e2 point estimates and standard errors
(in parentheses) at ages 17, 20, 24 and 29

Model Age h2 c2 e2

GEE2-Falc-Poly 17 0.32 (0.079) 0.43 (0.072) 0.25 (0.019)
GEE2-Falc-Univar 17 0.26 (0.095) 0.45 (0.084) 0.3 (0.026)
GEE2-Falc-Poly 20 0.36 (0.07) 0.35 (0.063) 0.29 (0.017)
GEE2-Falc-Univar 20 0.33 (0.107) 0.35 (0.096) 0.32 (0.027)
GEE2-Falc-Poly 24 0.33 (0.064) 0.32 (0.057) 0.35 (0.017)
GEE2-Falc-Univar 24 0.5 (0.129) 0.12 (0.117) 0.38 (0.031)
GEE2-Falc-Poly 29 0.37 (0.122) 0.18 (0.107) 0.45 (0.033)
GEE2-Falc-Univar 29 0.35 (0.124) 0.19 (0.109) 0.46 (0.034)

“GEE2-Falc-Poly” jointly models the longitudinal trait while assuming the h2,c2,e2 is a
2nd-degree polynomial function of age; “GEE2-Falc-Univar” fits separate univariate mod-
els at each time period
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Supplementary Materials for Chapter 4

B.1 Histograms of Outcomes Used in Real Data Analysis

Figure B.1: Standardized Log-Transformed PSA Outcome for Section 4.3.4
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Figure B.2: Age Outcome for Section 4.3.4
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